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Understanding the operating principles of the brain functions is the key to building novel
computing architectures for mimicking human intelligence. Neural activities at different
scales lead to different levels of brain functions. For example, cellular functions, such as
sensory transduction, occur in the molecular reactions, and cognitive functions, such as
recognition, emerge in neural systems across multiple brain regions. To bridge the gap
between neuroscience and artificial computation, we need systematic development of mech-
anistic models for neural computation across multiple scales. Existing models of neural
computation are often independently developed for a specific scale and hence not compati-
ble with others. In this thesis, we investigate the neural computations in the fruit fly brain
and devise mechanistic models at different scales in a systematic manner so that models at
one scale constitute functional building blocks for the next scale. Our study spans from the
molecular and circuit computations in the olfactory system to the system-level computation
of the central complex in the fruit fly.
First, we study how the two key aspects of odorant, identity and concentration, are
encoded by the odorant transduction process at the molecular scale. We mathematically
quantify the odorant space and propose a biophysical model of the olfactory sensory neuron
(OSN). To validate our modeling approaches, we examine the OSN model with a multitude
of odorant waveforms and demonstrate that the model output reproduces the temporal
responses of OSNs obtained from in vivo electrophysiology recordings. In addition, we
evaluate the model at the OSN population level and quantify the combinatorial complexity
of the transformation taking place between the odorant space and the OSNs. The resulting
concentration-dependent combinatorial code determines the complexity of the input space
driving olfactory processing in the downstream neuropil, the antennal lobe.
Second, we investigate the neural information processing in the antennal lobe across the
molecule scale and the circuit scale. The antennal lobe encodes the output of the OSN popu-
lation from a concentration-dependent code into a concentration-independent combinatorial
code. To study the transformation of the combinatorial code, we construct a computational
model of the antennal lobe that consists of two sub-circuits, a predictive coding circuit and
an on-off circuit, realized by two distinct local neuron networks, respectively. By examin-
ing the entire circuit model with both monomolecular odorant and odorant mixtures, we
demonstrate that the predictive coding circuit encodes the odorant identity into concen-
tration invariant code and the on-off circuit encodes the onset and the offset of a unique
odorant identity.
Third, we investigate the odorant representation inherent in the Kenyon cell activities
in the mushroom body. The Kenyon cells encodes the output of the antennal lobe into
a high-dimensional, sparse neural code that is immediately used for learning and memory
formation. We model the Kenyon cell circuitry as a real-time feedback normalization circuit
converting odorant information into a time-dependent hash codes. The resultant real-time
hash code represents odorants, pure or mixture alike, in a way conducive to classifications,
and suggests an intrinsic partition of the odorant space with similar hash codes.
Forth, we study at the system scale the neural coding of the central complex. The central
complex is a set of neuropils in the center of the fly brain that integrates multiple sensory
information and play an important role in locomotor control. We create an application
that enables simultaneous graphical querying and construction of executable model of the
central complex neural circuitry. By reconfiguring the circuitry and generating different
executable models, we compare the model response of the wild type and mutant fly strains.
Finally, we show that the multi-scale study of the fruit fly brain is made possible by the
Fruit Fly Brain Observatory (FFBO), an open-source platform to support open, collabo-
rative fruit fly neuroscience research. The software architecture of the FFBO and its key
application are highlighted along with several examples.
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The brain is a fascinating product of evolution for animals to survive in the natural environ-
ment. As an information processor, the brain enables animals to sense, to process, and to
make decisions. Ever since the monumental work by Ramon y Cajal and Camillo Golgi, a
vast amount of research has been dedicated toward understanding the brain functions from
various research communities, including philosophy [9], psychology [10], science [11], and
engineering [12]. However, little is known about the abstract computational models and
algorithms that govern brain functions and ultimately underpin the brain as an information
processor as a whole.
Computation emerges at various scales of structural organization in the brain, as illus-
trated in Fig.1.1 [1]. Each scale corresponds to a different level of brain functions. For
example, the sensory transduction process within receptor neurons occurs at the molecular
scale, the vesicle release process involved in synaptic plasticity and modulation takes place
at the synapse scale, and cognitive functions, such as recognition and associative learning,
arises in the system scale. Functions at each scale are built upon functions in lower scales
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as the structural organizations form a hierarchy in the brain.
Over the past five decades, increasing availability of structural data across different
scales in the nervous system has led to two different research directions. In neuroscience,
the structural data is used to build theoretical models for explaining how the brain works
[13]. In engineering, researchers utilize the structural data as a guidance but not constraints
to develop neural-inspired algorithms and devices for mimicking brain functions [14].
In neuroscience research, many different types of computational models have been inde-
pendently developed to explain the functions of a specific level. For example, the Hodgkin-
Huxley model characterizing the spike generation mechanism at the neuron scale [15], and
the Wilson-Cowan model describing interactions between inhibitory and excitatory neurons
at the circuit scale [16]. The majority of these models rarely spans more than two scales
and often simplify elements in lower scales by replacing them with abstract mathematical
objects [17]. It is challenging to construct a hierarchy of models across multiple scales for
emulating simultaneously different levels of brain function. We ask then,
• How can we develop computational models that are compatible with other models across
different multiple scales?
In engineering research, many man-made systems are designed for tasks that are solved
by the brain, whose solutions outperform human efforts both in terms of their capabilities
and efficiency. One example is the understanding of compositional languages, in which the
theory of “language acquisition device” by Chomsky suggests that humans are born with
the innate facility in the brain for acquiring language [18]. However, the state-of-the-art
algorithms, per Bengio suggested, seem insufficient to capture the complexity of the said
problem [19]. Many engineering attempts have been motivated by neural systems but ulti-
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Figure 1.1: Scales of organization and levels of function in the brain. Adopted from [1].
mately optimized toward achieving specific tasks in the real-world application. For example,
biologically-motivated models in the field of deep learning, such as feedback alignment [20],
and neuromorphic integrated-circuit with in silico neurons and synapses, such as TrueNorth
[21]. The practical aspects of these attempts often result in a design choices that deviates
from the biological realization and the precise mechanism in the brain. Such a discrepancy
precludes engineering methods from replicating the key/essence of neural computations
originated from lower structural scales in the brain. It is only natural to ask then,
• How can we construct computational models that are as faithful as possible to biology
and yet readily implementable as algorithms or hardwares?
We address the above two questions by systemizing the development of mechanistic mod-
els for neural computation across multiple scales under two criteria. First, the mechanistic
model for each scale ought to incorporate as much granularity of that scale’s anatomical
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and physiological properties as available in the literature. Second, models in lower scales
constitute functional building blocks for the next scale. The first criterion is an assurance
to the biological plausibility of the models, while the second criterion is reminiscent of the
layered approach in engineering solution. For example, integrated circuits are organized
hierarchically: where semiconductors form transistors, transistors compose logic gates, and
gates build up circuits. Models developed under the two criteria would be close to biology
and ready to implement in software and hardware. To satisfy these two criteria of biological
plausibility and hierarchical composability, we need data across various scales acquired from
the same species. We then ask,
• What model organism would enable us to study mechanistic models across multiple
scales under the two aforementioned criteria?
With breakthroughs in genetic tools and imaging technologies, there has been a vast
amount of neuroscience researches on the fruit fly, Drosophila melanogaster. The fruit fly
brain, containing about 105 neurons and 107 synapses, has been characterized at all scales
as illustrated in Fig.1.1 through a series of work [22], including the confocal microscopy [7],
the expansion microscopy [23], X-ray holographic nano-tomography [24], and the electro-
magnetic microscopy [25]. With the fly connectome, experimental studies seek to link the
structural information to brain functions using apparatuses for probing stimulus-invoked
neural activities [26], genetic tools for manipulation of neural circuits in the fly brain [27],
and recording techniques for a single neuron [28], a circuit [29], the entire brain [30], and
even behaviors [31]. The immense amount of valuable anatomical and physiological data
makes the fruit fly the only model organism with this abundance of information for modeling
brain functions across multiple structural scales.
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In this thesis, we aim to construct mechanistic models for investigating neural compu-
tations in the fruit fly brain. The overarching goal is to provide a systematic framework
for building a hierarchy of mechanistic models across multiple scales, where models in a
lower scale serve as building blocks of those in the scale above. We strive to develop these
models within the known biophysical structures and principles of the fruit fly brain, as the
biological brains hold the key to better engineering solutions. We do so in order to bridge
the gap between biology and engineering and make mechanistic models plausible in biology,
implementable in engineering, and capable of emulating meaningful computations found in
the fruit fly brain.
1.2 Approach
Here we follow closely Marr’s three levels of analysis required for understanding any complex
biological system [32],
1. computational level: the goals of the system.
2. algorithmic level: processes and computations that realize these goals.
3. implementation level: precise realization of algorithm by biological components.
This thesis studies the three levels of the fruit fly brain concurrently. Functions, algo-
rithms and internal representations the fruit fly brain utilizes as well as their corresponding
physical realizations in biology are of equal importance to us. Such an approach differs
from most of the neural-inspired engineering works which target only the top two levels.
We focus on two systems in the fruit fly brain, the early olfactory system and the central
complex. The early olfactory system includes the antenna, the antennal lobe, and a part of
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the mushroom body. The central complex is a set of neuropils in the center of the fly brain
that plays an important role in vision-mediated behaviors.
We develop an in silico early olfactory system and an in silico central complex, that
both include mechanistic models spanning across every level between molecule scale and
system scale, as shown in Fig.1.1. We start with the lowest scale, the molecular scale, by
building a biophysical models for the odorant transduction processes taking place in the
antenna. We then construct a circuit model for the antennal lobe with neuron and synapse
model built upon components in the molecule scale. Next, we complete the modeling of the
entire olfactory system by integrating all previously developed models with a circuit model
of Kenyon cells in the mushroom body. Lastly, we apply the same approach to the central
complex and extend briefly to the behavior scale.
Both of the full-scale early olfactory system model and the central complex model con-
sist of thousands of elements at neuron scale, or hundreds of thousands of components at
molecule scale. Simulating the full-scale model over million time steps (with microsecond
resolution) poses a technical challenge in terms of both runtime and memory complexities.
To this end, we develop a collection of software packages that support execution of models
across all scales on both CPU and GPU. The CPU support of the packages enables intuitive
model definition and circuit composition, while the GPU support provides automatic GPU
code generation and APIs for launching parallel execution of models on GPU clusters.
1.3 Contributions and Thesis Structure
The main contributions and the structure of this thesis are summarized as follows:
A Molecular Odorant Transduction Model in the Antenna. Identity and con-
centration, intrinsically embedded in the odorant space, are two key aspects of olfactory
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coding that define the complexity of neural processing throughout the olfactory system in
the fruit fly. In Chapter 2, we provide the theoretical foundations for understanding these
two aspects by quantifying mathematically the odorant space and devising a biophysical
model of the olfactory sensory neuron. We validate our modeling approach with a multi-
tude of odorant waveforms used in in vivo electrophysiology recordings. Furthermore, we
evaluate the model at the population level and quantify the combinatorial complexity of
the odorant space.
A Predictive Coding Circuit and an On-Off Circuit in the Antennal Lobe. The
antennal lobe encodes odorant information into an concentration-invariant combinatorial
code that represents both the odorant identity as well as the timing of the presence of the
odorant. In Chapter 3, we devise a full-scale antennal lobe model comprised of two sub-
circuits, a predictive coding circuit and an on-off circuit. The two sub-circuits have different
functional significance. The predictive coding circuit generates a robust, concentration-
invariant representation of the odorant identity. and the on-off circuit encodes the gradient
of the odorant concentration and generates transient responses only at the onset and the
offset of an odorant waveform.
A Real-Time Hashing Circuit for Odorant Mixtures in the Mushroom Body.
In the mushroom body, the Kenyon cells represent odorant information as a high-dimensional,
sparse neural code that is immediately used for learning and memory formation. In Chap-
ter 4, we model the Kenyon cell circuitry as a real-time feedback normalization circuit
converting odorant information into a high-dimensional and sparse time-dependent hash
codes. We demonstrate an intrinsic partition of the odorant space based on odorants, pure
or mixture alike, with similar hash codes. The resultant real-time hash code represents odor-
ants in a way conducive to classifications, and can be used to detect a previously unseen
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odorant resulting from mixing known mono-molecular components.
Executable Models of the Central Complex. Comparable data for the central
complex is incomplete in contrast to currently available data regarding the fly’s olfactory
systems. Successful modeling of the the central complex therefore requires a means of easily
constructing and testing a range of hypotheses regarding both the structure of its neural
circuitry and the properties of its constituent neurons and synapses. In Chapter 5, we
create an application that enables simultaneous graphical querying and construction of exe-
cutable models of the central complex circuitry based upon currently available information
regarding the geometry and polarity of the arborizations of identified local and projection
neurons in the central complex.
The Fruit Fly Brain Observatory. Systematic development of mechanistic model
of the fruit fly brain requires integration of multi-scale experimental and modeling data
generated by different research communities. To that end we developed the Fruit Fly
Brain Observatory (FFBO), an open-source platform to support collaborative Drosophila
neuroscience research. FFBO provides: i) a hub for storing and integrating fruit fly brain
research data from multiple data sources worldwide, ii) a unified repository of tools and
methods to build, emulate and compare fruit fly brain models in health and disease, and
iii) an open framework for fruit fly brain data processing and model execution.
Lastly, we conclude the thesis and discuss possible future work in Chapter 7. In
addition, we summarize below a list of software packages we developed in addition to the
FFBO platform for supporting the development of mechanism models presented in this
thesis.
PyNeural: a Python library consisting of implementation of neuron and synapse mod-
els with support of various numerical solvers. Without using a specialized specification
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language for neuron or synapse models, PyNeural defines a computational model as a set
of ordinary differential equations in plain Python syntax.
PyCodeGen: a Python library for automatic translation of Python functions into
source codes in different programming languages, such as CUDA.
PyCuDe: a Python implementation of the differential evolution algorithm with CUDA
integration.
PyZoo: a Python implementation of a collection of zeroth-order optimization algo-
rithms. This package along with PyCuDe is used to optimize the parameters of the mech-
anistic models discussed in this thesis.
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Chapter 2
Molecular Odorant Transduction
Model in the Antenna
In the past two decades, a substantial amount of work characterized the odorant receptors,
neuroanatomy and odorant response properties of the early olfactory system of Drosophila
melanogaster. Yet many odorant receptors remain only partially characterized and, the
odorant transduction process and the axon hillock spiking mechanism of the olfactory sen-
sory neurons (OSNs) have yet to be fully determined.
Identity and concentration, two key aspects of olfactory coding, originate in the odorant
transduction process. Detailed molecular models of the odorant transduction process are,
however, scarce for fruit flies. To address these challenges we advance a comprehensive
model of fruit fly OSNs as a cascade consisting of an odorant transduction process (OTP)
and a biophysical spike generator (BSG). We model identity and concentration in OTP
using an odorant-receptor binding rate tensor, modulated by the odorant concentration
profile, and an odorant-receptor dissociation rate tensor, and quantitatively describe the
ligand binding/dissociation process. We model the BSG as a Connor-Stevens point neuron.
The resulting combinatorial encoding model of the Drosophila antenna provides a theo-
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retical foundation for understanding the neural code of both odorant identity and odorant
concentration and advances the state-of-the-art in a number of ways. First, it quantifies
on the molecular level the combinatorial complexity of the transformation taking place in
the antennae. The concentration-dependent combinatorial code determines the complex-
ity of the input space driving olfactory processing in the downstream neuropils, such as
odorant recognition and olfactory associative learning. Second, the model is biologically
validated using multiple electrophysiology recordings. Third, the model demonstrates that
the currently available data for odorant-receptor responses only enable the estimation of
the affinity of the odorant-receptor pairs. The odorant-dissociation rate is only available
for a few odorant-receptor pairs. Finally, our model calls for new experiments for massively
identifying the odorant-receptor dissociation rates of relevance to flies.
2.1 Introduction
The odorant response of olfactory sensory neurons (OSNs) in the Drosophila antennae has
been experimentally characterized by multiple research groups [33; 5; 34], and their results
combined into a single consensus database, called the DoOR database [35; 36]. A key func-
tionality of OSNs is to jointly encode both odorant identity and odorant concentration [37;
38; 39; 40; 41]. A single odorant stimulus usually activates multiple OSN groups express-
ing the same receptor type, while different odorants activate different OSN groups [42; 43;
44]. The identity of an odorant is combinatorially encoded by the set of responding OSN
groups [45], and the size of OSN set varies as the concentration changes [5]. The temporal
response of an OSN simultaneously represents the information of odorant concentration and
concentration gradient also known as 2D odorant encoding [3; 2]. These two aspects of olfac-
tory coding, identity and concentration, originate in the odorant transduction process [46;
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39]. However, detailed molecular models of the odorant transduction process are scarce for
fruit flies.
To address these challenges we advance a comprehensive model of fruit fly OSNs as a cas-
cade consisting of an odorant transduction process (OTP) and a biophysical spike generator
(BSG). We model identity and concentration in OTP by an odorant-receptor binding rate
tensor, modulated by the odorant concentration profile, and an odorant-receptor dissocia-
tion rate tensor, and quantitatively describe the ligand binding/dissociation process. OSNs
are distributed across the surface of maxillary palp and the third segment of antenna [33;
47; 48]. Since there is no commonly accepted terminology in the literature for naming these
two olfactory appendages as a single entity, and in order to avoid potential confusion, we
will refer to the set of all OSNs on one side of the fly brain as an antenna/maxillary palp
(AMP) local processing unit (LPU) [7].
To biologically validate our modeling approach, we first propose an algorithm for esti-
mating the affinity and the dissociation rate of an odorant-receptor pair. We then apply the
algorithm to electrophysiology recordings and estimate the affinity and dissociation rate for
three odorant-receptor pairs. Second, we evaluate the temporal response of the OSN model
with a multitude of stimuli for all three odorant-receptor pairs. The output of the model
closely reproduces the temporal responses of OSNs obtained from in vivo electrophysiology
recordings [3; 2] for all three odorant-receptor pairs across all three types of stimuli.
Lastly, we evaluate the model at the OSN antennae population level. We first empirically
estimate the odorant-receptor affinity using the spike count records in the DoOR database
for 24 receptor types in response to 110 odorants [36]. With estimated affinity values, we
simulate the temporal response of the OSN population to staircase odorant waveforms. The
output of simulated OSN population demonstrates that the odorant identity is encoded in
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the set of odorant-activated OSN groups expressing the same receptor type, and, more
importantly, the size of the set expands or reduces as the odorant concentration increases
or decreases.
The fruit fly OSN model presented here provides a theoretical foundation for under-
standing the neural code of both odorant identity and odorant concentration. It advances
the state-of-the-art in a number of ways. First, it models on the molecular level the combi-
natorial complexity of the transformation taking place in Drosophila antennae OSNs. The
resulting concentration-dependent combinatorial code determines the complexity of the input
space driving olfactory processing in the downstream neuropils, such as odorant recognition
and olfactory associative learning. Second, the model is biologically validated using mul-
tiple electrophysiology recordings. Third, the OSN model demonstrates that the currently
available data for odorant-receptor responses only enables the estimation of the affinity
of the odorant-receptor pairs. Finally, our model calls for new experiments for massively
identifying the odorant-receptor dissociation rates of relevance to flies.
2.2 Model
Detailed biophysical models for the odorant transduction process have been proposed for
worms and vertebrates. Such models are scarce for insects and, in particular, for fruit
flies. Dougherty et al. proposed a frog odorant receptor model that exhibits a complex
temporal response [49]. Rospars et al. proposed a model that characterizes the steady state
response of OSNs for rats and moths [50; 51]. The model stands out for its simplicity and
modeling clarity, while lacking temporal variability. Other notable models appeared in [52;
53]. Recently, Cao et al. published a phenomenological model to characterize the peak
and the steady response of sensory adaption for fruit fly OSNs [54]. Gorur-Shandilya et al.
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proposed a two-state model for the fruit fly odorant receptors that can reproduce Weber-
Fechner’s law observed in physiological recordings [55]. In addition, De Palo et al. [56]
proposed an abstract/phenomenological model with feedback mechanism that characterizes
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Figure 2.1: The block diagram of fruit fly OSN model consists of the OTP and the BSG.
Except for the transduction current recorded for studying sensory adaptation [54], re-
producing the temporal response of the AMP LPU on either side of the brain has been
scarcely investigated in the literature. In particular, 2D odorant encoding has not yet been
successfully modeled. To address these challenges, we model the OSNs as a cascade consist-
ing of an odorant transduction process (OTP) and a biophysical spike generator (BSG), as
shown in Fig.2.1. The OTP model consists of an active receptor model and a co-receptor
channel model [57; 58]. The BSG model we employ here is based on the Connor-Stevens
point neuron model [59]. The spike trains generated by the BSGs contain the odorant iden-
tity, odorant concentration, and concentration gradient information that the fly brain uses
to make odorant valence decisions.
2.2.1 The Odorant Transduction Process Model
Two research groups have published widely different results on the OR transduction process
in fruit flies [60; 61; 62]. As the exact signaling of the transduction cascade in fruit flies
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Figure 2.2: Three dimensional odorant-receptor binding rate tensor b. For a given neuron
n = 1, 2, ..., N , the binding rate values are denoted by [b]ron, for all r = 1, 2, ..., R, and
o = 1, 2, ..., O. For the fruit fly, the total number of neurons expressing the same receptor
type is about N = 25, and the total number of receptor types is around R = 60. O is the
number of all odorants that the fruit fly senses.
is still inconclusive, our approach focusses here on constructing a minimal transduction
model. Called the fruit fly odorant transduction process (OTP) model, it extends the
model proposed by [50; 51] by incorporating the essential features of temporal dynamics
of other computational models, such as the one proposed by [49], while at the same time
exhibiting the calcium dynamics of [54]. In the latter work, the temporal dynamics of
fly’s OSN vanish in the absence of extracellular calcium. Notably, the calcium dynamics
considered here constitutes a feedback mechanism that is similar to but also different from
the one in the abstract model proposed by [56].
Olfactory transduction in fruit flies from airborne molecules to transduction current
involves a number of steps [63; 64]: i) absorption of odorant molecules through the sensillum
surface, binding between odorant molecules and odorant-binding proteins (OBPs), and
diffusion of bound OBPs through the aqueous sensillar lymph to OSN dendrites, ii) odorant-
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receptor binding/dissociation, and iii) opening of ion channels that results in transduction
current. The first step is known as the “peri-receptor” processing, the second step is referred
as the bound receptor generator and the third step as the co-receptor channel. Taken
together, they represent the fruit fly odorant transduction process.
We propose an olfactory transduction process model that consists of an active recep-
tor model and a co-receptor channel model [57; 58]. The active receptor contains a peri-
receptor model and a bound-receptor model. The peri-receptor process is modeled as a
linear filter that describes the transformation of an odorant concentration waveform as
odorant molecules diffuse through sensilla walls towards the OSN dendrites. The bound-
receptor model encodes odorant identity and odorant concentration with a binding rate
tensor, modulated by the odorant concentration profile, and a dissociation rate tensor. The
odorant concentration profile is defined as the linearly weighted sum of the filtered odor-
ant concentration and the filtered concentration gradient. Modulation is modeled here as
a product. The co-receptor channel represents the ion channel gated by the atypical co-
receptor (CR), Or83b. The calcium channel models the calcium dynamics, and provides a
feedback mechanism to the co-receptor channel. The transduction current generator models
the transmembrane current through the co-receptor channel.
2.2.1.1 The Active Receptor Model
The fruit fly active receptor model quantifies the binding and the dissociation process be-
tween odorant molecules and odorant receptors. As introduced here, the model centers on
the rate of change of the ratio of free receptors versus the total number of receptors [x0]ron
expressed by neuron n:
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d
dt
[x0]ron = −[b]ron · [v]ron · [x0]ron + [d]ron · [x1]ron, (2.1)
where [x1]ron is the ratio of ligand-bound receptors. Here r = 1, 2, ..., R, is the receptor
type, o = 1, 2..., O, denotes the odorant and n = 1, 2, ..., N , denotes the neuron index.
In Eq.(2.1) above the ratios [x0]ron and [x1]ron are entries of the 3D tensors x0 and x1,
respectively. The 3D tensor b with entries [b]ron is called the odorant-receptor binding rate
and models the association rate between an odorant and a receptor type. The 3D tensor
d with entries [d]ron denotes the odorant-receptor dissociation and models the detachment
rate between an odorant and a receptor type. The 3D binding rate tensor b is graphically
depicted in Fig.2.2 (A similar figure can be drawn for the dissociation rate tensor d). In
what follows, the biding rate [b]ron and the dissociation rate [d]ron, for a given odorant
o and a given receptor type r, are assumed for simplicity to take the same value for all
neurons n = 1, 2, ..., N .









if the RHS is positive and zero otherwise. The RHS is the weighted sum of the filtered
odorant concentration u and the filtered concentration gradient du/dt with [γ]ron denoting
a weighting factor. The impulse response of the linear filter h = h(t), t ∈ R (R denotes the
set of real numbers), models the “peri-receptor” process that describes the transformation of
odorant concentration waveform as odorant molecules diffuse through sensilla walls towards
the dendrites of OSN [65]. For simplicity, the dependence of h(t) on the geometry of the
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sensillum and the diffusion of odorant molecules across the sensillar lymph is not considered
here. h(t) in Eq.(2.2) is the impulse response of a low-pass linear filter that is usually defined
in the literature in frequency domain. Alternatively, h(t) is the solution to the second-order
differential equation, see Section 2.5.7.
Note that the odorant transduction models in the literature only consider the odorant
concentration but not the odorant concentration profile as the input to the transduction
cascade [53; 56; 50; 51; 54]. As we will show, the odorant concentration profile is critical
for modeling 2D odorant encoding.
We assume that receptors only have two states, either being “free” or “bound”, i.e.,
[x0]ron + [x1]ron = 1. Then, Eq.(2.1) amounts to,
d
dt
[x1]ron = [b]ron · [v]ron · (1− [x1]ron)− [d]ron · [x1]ron. (2.3)
Eq.(2.3) maps the input given by the product between the binding rate and the odorant
concentration profile, and the dissociation rate, i.e., ([b]ron · [v]ron, [d]ron), into the ratio of
bound receptors [x1]. In what follows this map will be called the bound-receptor generator.
2.2.1.2 The Co-Receptor Channel Model
The fruit fly co-receptor channel and a calcium channel appear in a feedback configuration.
Each of these components has its specific functionality. The co-receptor channel represents
the ion channel gated by the atypical co-receptor (CR), Or83b. The calcium channel models
the calcium dynamics, and provides a feedback mechanism to the co-receptor channel.
Next, we walk through each of the three equations of the co-receptor channel model.
The key variables involved in the proposed odor transduction model are summarized in
Table.2.1.
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Table 2.1: Summary of the variables in the fruit fly odorant transduction model.
Variable Description
u odorant concentration waveform
v odorant concentration profile
b odorant-receptor binding rate
d odorant-receptor dissociation rate
x1 ratio of ligand-bound receptors
x2 gating variable of the co-receptor channel
x3 state variable of the calcium channel
I transduction current generated by the co-receptor channel
(1) The rate of change of the gating variable of the co-receptor channel [x2]ron:
d
dt
[x2]ron = α2 · [x1]ron(1− [x2]ron)− β2 · [x2]ron − κ · [x2]2/3ron · [x3]2/3ron, (2.4)
where α2 and β2 are scalars indicating the rate of activation and deactivation of the
gating variable, respectively, and κ · [x2]2/3ron · [x3]2/3ron models the calcium feedback with
κ a constant. The co-receptor channel model considered here differs from the one
proposed by De Palo et al. [56] in two important ways. First, the input to the
co-receptor channel is the ratio of the ligand-bound receptors [x1]ron driven, among
others, by the odorant concentration profile [v]ron, while De Palo et al. used the
odorant concentration u . Second, the feedback mechanism is based on the fractional
power 2/3 for the variables [x2]ron and [x3]ron, while De Palo et al. used the variables
raised to power 1 in their feedback model. The fractional power is key in facilitating
the encoding of the filtered concentration gradient.
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(2) The rate of change of the state variable of the calcium channel [x3]ron:
d
dt
[x3]ron = α3 · [x2]ron − β3 · [x3]ron, (2.5)
where α3 and β3 are scalars indicating the rate of increase and decrease of the state
variable.









where p and c are scalars, and Imax denotes the maximal amplitude of the current
through the co-receptor channel, whose value is empirically determined through pa-
rameter sweeping.
Combining the equations introduced above, we rewrite the odorant transduction process

















[b]ron · [v]ron · (1− [x1]ron)− [d]ron · [x1]ron
α2 · [x1]ron(1− [x2]ron)− β2 · [x2]ron − κ · [x2]2/3ron · [x3]2/3ron










for all r = 1, 2, ..., R, o = 1, 2, ..., O and n = 1, 2, ..., N . Re above denotes the rectification
function.
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2.2.2 Biophysical Spike Generator Model
We restrict our choice of the spiking mechanism of OSNs to biophysical spike generators
(BSG) such as the Hodgkin-Huxley, the Morris-Lecar, and the Connor-Stevens point neuron
models. For simplicity of presentation, we only consider in Section 2.5.8 the Connor-
Stevens (CS) point neuron model.
2.3 Results
2.3.1 Biological Validation of the OSN Model
The essential functionality of OSNs is to jointly encode both odorant identity and odorant
concentration. To address these two functional aspects we modeled each OSN as an OT-
P/BSG cascade. To validate our approach, we examine here the response of the OSN model
to odorant waveforms that were previously used in experiments with different odorants and
receptors, and compare the model responses with electrophysiological recordings.
We first estimate the affinity and dissociation rate for the (acetone, Or59b) pair using
two different datasets of electrophysiology recordings. Second, we evaluate the temporal
response of the Or59b OSN model to acetone with a multitude of stimuli, including step,
ramp and parabola waveforms. We further interrogate the model with staircase and white
noise waveforms. Our results show that the model closely matches the complex tempo-
ral response of Or59b OSNs from electrophysiological recordings. Lastly, we evaluate the
affinity and dissociation rate for different odorant-receptor pairs including (methyl butyrate,
Or59b) and (butyraldehyde, Or7a).
2.3.1.1 Estimating the Affinity, Binding and Dissociation Rates for (Acetone,
Or59b)
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Figure 2.3: (A) Estimation of the affinity value for two datasets. Both datasets contain
PSTHs of OSNs expressing Or59b in response to acetone step waveforms. The source of
the two datasets is given in Section 2.5.9. For each of the datasets, we computed the mean
and variance of the affinity empirically estimated for each data point. (Left 1) Dataset
1: Estimated affinity is 3.141 · 10−4 with variance (1.312 · 10−4)2; (Left 2) Dataset 2:
Estimated affinity is 3.201 · 10−4 with variance (1.001 · 10−4)2; (Right 2) Estimation of
the affinity as a function of concentration amplitude. (Right 1) The mean and variance
of estimated affinity value. (B) Estimation of the dissociation rate for two datasets. Both
datasets contain PSTHs of OSNs expressing Or59b in response to acetone step waveforms.
The source of the two datasets is given in Section 2.5.9. For each of the datasets, we
computed the mean and variance of the dissociation rates empirically estimated for each
data point. (Left 1) Dataset 1: Estimated dissociation rate is 1.205 · 101 with variance
(3.900 · 101)2; (Left 2) Dataset 2: Estimated dissociation rate is 1.389 · 101 with variance
(1.262 · 101)2; (Right 2) Estimation of the dissociation rate as a function of concentration
amplitude. (Right 1) The mean and variance of estimated dissociation rate.
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We applied Algorithm 1 (see Methods and Materials section) to estimate the affin-
ity, the dissociation rate, and the binding rate for (acetone, Or59b) by using two different
datasets of electrophysiology recordings. The source of the two datasets is given in Section
2.5.9. Each of the two datasets contains the PSTHs obtained from the response of OSNs
expressing Or59b to acetone step waveforms with different concentration amplitudes. As
required by Algorithm 1, we first retrieved the peak and steady state spike rates from
the PSTH in response to each concentration amplitude recorded in the datasets. Second,
for each of the two datasets, we used the steady state spike rate to estimate the value of
the affinity for each concentration amplitude, and computed the mean and variance of the
affinity as shown in Fig.2.3.A. With the mean of the estimated affinity, we then used the
peak spike rate to estimate the value of the dissociation rate for each concentration ampli-
tude, and computed the mean and variance of the dissociation rate as shown in Fig.2.3.B.
For the first dataset, the mean and variance of the estimated affinity are 3.141 · 10−4 and
(1.312 · 10−4)2, respectively, and the mean and variance of the estimated dissociation rate
are 1.205 ·101 and (3.900 ·101)2, respectively. For the second dataset, the mean and variance
of the estimated affinity are 3.201 · 10−4 and (1.001 · 10−4)2, respectively, and the mean and
variance of the estimated dissociation rate are 1.389 · 101 and (1.262 · 101)2, respectively.
The values of the affinity estimated from the two datasets are almost identical, while the
two estimated dissociation rates are marginally different. This is because the steady state
spike rates of the two datasets are similar, but the peak spike rates of the two datasets differ
slightly, as shown in Fig.2.15 in Section 2.5.9.
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2.3.1.2 Evaluating the Temporal Response of the Or59b OSN Model to Ace-
tone
To evaluate temporal response, we stimulated the OSN model with multiple odorant stimuli
that were previously used in experiments designed for characterizing the response to acetone
of OSNs expressing Or59b. For all OTP models considered below we set the odorant-
receptor binding rate to 3.141 ·10−4 and the odorant-receptor dissociation rate to 1.205 ·101.
Response of the Or59b OSN Model to Step, Ramp and Parabola Acetone
Waveforms We first evaluated the response of the Or59b OSN model to step, ramp,
and parabola stimulus waveforms as shown in the first row of Fig.2.4. The temporal re-
sponse of the OTP/BSG cascade (the fourth row of Fig.2.4) is similar to the one of the
OTP model (the third row of Fig.2.4). For step stimuli, the OTP/BSG cascade generates
a chair-shaped response by first picking up the gradient of the concentration right after the
onset of the odorant, and then gradually dropping down to a constant value, that encodes
the step value of the amplitude. For ramp stimuli, the initial response of the OTP/BSG
cascade rapidly increases, and then it plateaus as the gradient of ramp stimuli becomes con-
stant. Lastly, for the parabola stimuli, the response of the OTP/BSG cascades resembles a
ramp function, that corresponds to the gradient of parabola stimulus waveforms.
Furthermore, we also compared the PSTH of the spike trains generated by the OT-
P/BSG cascade with the PSTH of an Or59b OSN obtained from electrophysiology record-
ings in response to acetone concentration waveforms [2]. As shown in Fig.2.4, the OT-
P/BSG closely matches the odorant response of the Or59b OSN.
Response of the Or59b OSN Model to White Noise Acetone Waveforms To
further compare the response of the OTP/BSG cascade with the Or59b OSN response, we
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Figure 2.4: Characterization of the OTP/BSG cascade in response to step, ramp, and
parabola stimuli. Odorant: acetone, receptor: Or59b. The stimulus waveforms are identical
to the ones used in [2]. The odorant-receptor binding and dissociation rates were set to 3.141·
10−4 and 1.205 · 101. (A) Step stimuli. (B) Ramp stimuli. (C) Parabola stimuli. (First
row) Stimulus waveforms. (Second row) The odorant concentration profile. (Third row)
The transduction current at the output of the OTP model. (Forth row) PSTH computed
from the output of the OTP/BSG output. (Fifth row) PSTH of the spike train generated
by the Or59b OSN in response to the stimulus waveforms (Reproduced from Figure 2 in [2]
using the original raw data).
stimulated OTP/BSG cascades with white noise stimuli, and compared the PSTH of the
model with the one from experimental recordings. The white noise stimulus was previous
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used in the experimental setting of [3] for characterizing the response of Or59b OSNs to
acetone.
Figure 2.5: Characterization of the OTP/BSG cascade in response to white noise and
staircase stimuli previously used in [3]. Odorant: acetone, receptor: Or59b. The odorant-
receptor binding and dissociation rates were set to 3.141 · 10−4 and 1.205 · 101. (A) White
noise. (B) Staircase. (First row) White noise and staircase stimuli. (Second row) The
odorant concentration profile. (Third row) The output of the OTP model. (Forth row)
The PSTH of the spike train generated by the OTP/BSG cascade. (Fifth row) The PSTH
of the spike train of the recorded OSN (Reproduced from Figure 2 (staircase) and 4 (white
noise) in [3] using the original raw data). (Sixth row) Comparison between the PSTHs at
the output of the OTP/ BSG cascade and the recorded OSN.
The output of each of the stages of the Or59b OSN model are shown in Fig.2.5.A. The
odorant onset at around 1 second is picked up by the odorant concentration profile (see
the the second row of Fig.2.5.A. In addition, the white noise waveform between 2 and 10
second is smoothed out. The smoothing effect is due to the peri-receptor process filter.
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The OTP model further emphasizes the gradient encoding (the third row of Fig.2.5.A),
and predominantly defines the temporal response of the OSN model to white noise stimuli.
The BSG output follows the OTP output, as the BSG is simply a sampling device. Lastly,
we compare the model output and the PSTH from OSN recordings in [3] (the fifth and the
sixth rows of Fig.2.5.A). The Or59b OSN model output PSTH closely matches the PSTH
obtained from recordings.
The peri-receptor process filter is critical in processing the white noise waveforms, but
less critical in processing the static waveforms discussed in this work. The filter prevents the
model from overemphasizing the gradient of the white noise waveforms. In absence of this
filter, the response of the OTP/BSG cascade is severely limited in matching the response
of Or59b OSN [3] to acetone waveforms.
Response of the Or59b OSN Model to Staircase Acetone Waveforms Next, we
stimulated OTP/BSG cascade with the staircase waveform that was previously used in
experiments [3], evaluated the PSTH from the resultant spike sequences, and compared the
model PSTH to the one from experimental recordings.
As shown in the second row of Fig.2.5.B, the filter h(t) in Eq.(2.2) has negligible
effect on the odorant concentration profile since the staircase is smooth unlike the white
noise stimulus discussed above. The encoding at jump times is strongly sharpened by the
OTP. Overall, the fruit fly OTP/BSG cascade indeed encodes both the concentration and
concentration gradient. In particular, at each upward concentration jump, the PSTH of
the OSN launches upon a local maximum and then drops down to a saturation point. In
addition, at each downward concentration jump, the same PSTH drops down first to a local
minimum and then bounces back.
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In short, the OSN model closely reproduces the temporal response of Or59b OSNs for
all tested stimuli. This suggests that the OPT/BSG cascade has the desired complexity to
effectively model the fruit fly OSNs.
Figure 2.6: Comparison of the responses of an Or59b OSN to four concentration waveforms
of acetone and 2-butanone. (First row) Four normalized concentration waveforms. Each
normalized waveform is scaled by 100 for acetone and by 10 for 2-butanone. (Second row)
PSTH of the Or59b OSN in response to the two odorants (Reproduced from [4] using the
original raw data.) (Third row) The PSTH of the spike train generated by the OTP/BSG
cascade. (Forth row) Comparison between the PSTHs at the output of the OTP/BSG
cascade and the recorded OSN in [4].
2.3.1.3 Evaluating Affinity, Binding and Dissociation Rates of Other (Odorant,
Receptor) Pairs
We next interrogate the role of the binding and dissociation rates in the OTP/BSG cascade.
For a given receptor type and two odorants with different binding rates and the same
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dissociation rate, responses of the OTP/BSG cascade are identical if the waveforms of two
odorants only differ by a scaling factor that is the reciprocal of the ratio of the biding rates.
This follows from Eq.(2.3).
Response of Or59b OSNs to Two Different Odorants We verify the prediction
mentioned above by stimulating the Or59b OSN model with two odorant stimuli, acetone
and 2-butanone, paired with four concentration waveforms, and compare the responses with
the experimental recordings in [4]. As shown in the first row of Fig.2.6, the two odorants
have identical normalized waveforms scaled by two different factors, 100 and 10. The affinity
of acetone and 2-butanone were estimated to be 3.141 · 10−4 and 3.164 · 10−3, respectively,
and the dissociation rate of the two odorants were estimated to be 1.205 ·101 and 1.203 ·101,
respectively.
The two odorant stimuli elicit almost exactly the same response from the Or59b OSN
recodings (see the second row of Fig.2.6) as well as from the output of the OTP/BSG
cascade (see the third row of Fig.2.6). The difference in binding rate for acetone and2-
butanone is perfectly counterbalanced by the scaling factors of the odorant waveforms in
Fig.2.6. In addition, the output of the OTP/BSG cascade closely reproduces the PSTH of
the Or59b OSN as shown in the forth row of Fig.2.6.
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Figure 2.7: Characterization of the OTP/BSG cascade with multiple odorants and re-
ceptor types. Three odorant-receptor pairs are tested: 1) Or59b and acetone, 2) Or59b
and methyl butyrate, and 3) Or7a OSN and butyraldehyde. (A) Or59b OSN in response to
acetone. (B) Or59b OSN in response to methyl butyrate. (C) Or7a OSN in response to
butyraldehyde. (Odd rows) Odorant stimuli. (Even rows) PSTH from the model output
and experimental recordings [4] (Reproduced from [4] using the original raw data and the
same color code.)
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Evaluating the Odorant-Receptor Response of the OTP/BSG Cascade We fur-
ther investigated the role of the binding rate using three odorant-receptor pairs that were
previously used in experimental settings [4]. In addition to the binding rate estimated for
(acetone , Or59b), we applied Algorithm 1 to two additional odorant-receptor pairs using
the original raw data presented in [4]:
1. for (methyl butyrate , Or59b) an affinity value 4.264 · 10−4 and a dissociation value
3.788 · 100 were obtained from the steady-state spike rate at 87 spikes per second and
the peak spike rate at 197 spikes per second in response to a constant stimulus with
amplitude 20 ppm;
2. for (butyraldehyde , Or7a) an affinity value of 7.649 · 10−3 and a dissociation value
8.509 · 100 were obtained from the steady-state spike rate at 43 spikes per second and
the peak spike rate at 101 spikes per second in response to a constant stimulus with
amplitude 173 ppm;
We simulated the OSN model for each of the three odorant-receptor pairs with three
types of stimuli, step, ramp, and parabola. The binding and dissociation rates for different
odorant-receptor pairs above were separately set.
As shown in Fig.2.7, with only the change in the value of the binding and dissociation
rates, the OSN model closely matches the OSN’s response for all three tested odorant-
receptor pairs. The results in Fig.2.7 suggests that a pair of binding and dissociation
rates is capable of closely matching the temporal response of different temporal odorant
concentration waveforms.
2.3.2 Estimating the Odorant-Receptor Affinity Matrix with DoOR Datasets
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Figure 2.8: Estimating the odorant-receptor affinity matrix. (A) Spike rate matrix from
the DoOR database containing 24 odorant receptors and 110 odorants. The data was
originally published in [5]. Each column represents an odorant, and each row represents an
OSN receptor type. (B) Each entry of the affinity matrix is estimated from each entry of the
spike rate matrix using the inverse of the function empirically determined with Algorithm
1. Note the log-scale color map for the affinity values.
The DoOR database integrates OSN recordings obtained with different measurement
techniques [35; 36], including in situ spike counts [66; 46; 34] and calcium activity [67],
among others. Spike counts are directly available from OSN spike train recordings. Relating
calcium activity to spike activity is, however, error prone. We consequently focus here on the
odorant-OSN response datasets of the DoOR database that contain spike count information
[5]. These datasets currently contain spike counts of 24 OSN groups in response to 110
odorants with a constant amplitude of 100 pm. The spike count is color coded and depicted
Fig.2.8.A. By employing Algorithm 1, we empirically estimated the affinity value for all
110 ·24 = 2, 640 odorant-receptors pairs. The estimated affinity corresponding to each entry
of the spike rate matrix shown in Fig.2.8.A is depicted in Fig.2.8.B.
In summary, the binding and dissociation rate model together with the rest of the
OTP/BSG cascade define a family of OSN models, and provide the scaffolding for studying
the neural coding for odorant identity and odorant concentration in temporal domain at
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the OSN antennae population level.
2.3.3 Evaluating the Temporal Response of the AMP LPU
We investigated the temporal response of the OTP/BSG cascade to various odorant wave-
forms, including step, ramp, parabola, staircase, and white noise waveforms. In addition, we
biologically validated the cascade with electrophysiological recordings of OSNs by demon-
strating that the cascade is capable of reproducing the complex temporal responses of OSNs
for multiple odorant receptor pairs.
Here, we study the temporal response of the AMP LPU, that consists of 50 OSN groups
[68; 69]. Each of 50 OSN groups consists of 25 OTP/BSG cascades (neurons) that express
an unique receptor type. We tested the AMP LPU with the same staircase waveform as
in Fig.2.5.B. For an assumed odorant, we assigned the same odorant-receptor affinity to
OTPs in the same OSN group. The value of the affinity for each of the 25 OTP ranges
between 2 · 10−4 and 10−2 with a step size of 2 · 10−4. The dissociation rate for all OTP
models was set to 102. For simplicity, we used the same set of parameters for all cascades
across all OSN groups. The parameters of the OTP model are given in Table.2.2, and
the parameters of the BSG model are listed in Section 2.5.8. From the spike sequences
generated by the 25 cascades we evaluated the PSTH for each of the 50 OSN groups.
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Figure 2.9: Preview of the animation demonstrating the AMP LPU in response to a
staircase concentration waveform. The animation was rendered by NeuroGFX [6] (see
Chapter 6). Each of the OSN groups consists of 25 fruit fly OTP/BSG cascades. The
PSTH for each of the OSN groups was evaluated from the spike sequences generated by 25
cascades. The affinity for each of the 50 OSN groups was assumed to be ranging between
2 ·10−4 and 10−2 with a step size 2 ·10−4. The dissociation rate for all OTP models was set
to 102. The rest of parameters of both OTP and BSG are given in Table.2.2 and Section
2.5.8, respectively. (top) Staircase odorant stimulus. (bottom) 3D view of 50 OTP/BSG
PSTHs. The response curves are sorted in ascending order according to the amplitude of
the binding rate.
We visualize the 50 PSTHs and provide the preview and the link to the animation in
Fig.2.9. The animation is rendered by NeuroGFX, a key component of FFBO [6] (see
Chapter 6). As shown, the top plot in the animation (and in Fig.2.9) shows the staircase
odorant waveform, and the bottom plot shows the 3D view of the 50 PSTHs.
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The resultant PSTHs exhibit distinct temporal responses across different OSN groups.
Both the concentration and concentration gradient of odorants with (overall) high binding
rate values is 2D encoded.
For receptors with extremely low (overall) binding rate values, the OTP/BSG cascade
generates an output only after the concentration amplitude exceeds a certain value. For
example, as shown in Fig.2.9, OSNs expressing receptors marked with orange color remain
silent in the time interval between 2 to 6 seconds under a weak amplitude concentration
stimulation. They start reacting to the odorant stimulus after 8 seconds as the amplitude
increases from 80 ppm to 100 ppm. This closely matches the experimental recordings [5].
To further evaluate the AMP LPU, we used the affinity matrix estimated from the
DoOR database (see Fig.2.8), and simulated 24 OSN groups in response to 110 different
odorants. The dissociation rate for OSN groups was assumed to be 132, as it can not be
estimated from the available records in the DoOR database. We applied the same staircase
odorant waveform as above, and visualized the PSTH of OSN groups with an animation. In
Fig.2.10, we provide the preview and the link to the animation. As shown, the top of the
animation in Fig.2.10 shows the staircase odorant waveform as a function of time, and the
bottom of the animation (also in Fig.2.10) shows the spike rate matrix for 24 OSN groups
and 110 odorants at each time point. Each row of the matrix represents an OSN group, and
each column of the matrix corresponds to an odorant. The animation demonstrates that
the intensity of the spike rate matrix increases dramatically at each jump of the staircase
waveform and drops down to a steady state value afterwards. This striking feature is due
to the large value of the concentration gradient at transition times and clearly stands out
in the animation.
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Figure 2.10: Preview of the animation of the spike rate matrix of 24 OSN groups in
response to 110 odorants. Each of the OSN groups consists of 25 OTP/BSG cascades. The
PSTH for each of the OSN groups is evaluated from the spike sequences generated by the
25 cascades. Each row of the matrix represents an OSN group, and each column of the
matrix corresponds to an odorant. The affinity for each pairs of OSN groups and odorant
is estimated using the DoOR database (see Fig.2.8). The dissociation of all OSN groups is
assumed to be 132. (top) Staircase odorant waveform. (bottom) Dynamics of the spike
rate matrix across time.
2.4 Discussion
Successful modeling of encoding of odorants by olfactory sensory neurons spread across the
antennae and maxillary palps requires means of easily constructing and testing a range of
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hypotheses regarding the transduction of odorants into spike trains. The essential func-
tionality of olfactory sensory neurons that we focussed on here is their concurrent encoding
of both odorant identity and odorant concentration. To address these two functional as-
pects we presented an in-depth description of OSNs modeled as two stage samplers that
quantitatively encode both the odorant identity and its concentration profile.
We devised a class of modular OSN models as a cascade consisting of an odorant trans-
duction process and a biophysical spike generator. The OTP model consists of an active
receptor model and a co-receptor channel model. The the BSG model employed here is
based on the Connor-Stevens neuron model. After developing the OTP and BSG mod-
els, our focus was on the biological validation of the OTP/BSG cascade. To validate our
modeling approach, we examined the response of the fruit fly OSN model to odorant wave-
forms that were previously used in experiments with different odorants and receptors, and
compared the model responses with electrophysiology recordings. Our results show that
the OTP/BSG cascade model proposed here indeed closely matches the complex temporal
response of OSNs.
2.4.1 Limitation of the DoOR Database
The odorant-receptor affinity matrix together with the spike rate matrix provide the macro-
scopic I/O characterization of the OSN model at the population level. However, in the
absence of additional information, such as the slope, width, or peak of the OSN response
to the odorant onset, the dissociation rate can not be estimated with Algorithm 1 as such
information is currently not available in the DoOR database. Thus, whereas previously the
affinity and the dissociation rate are both estimated for multiple odorant-receptor pairs,
only the affinity can be estimated for the odorant-receptor pairs recorded in the DoOR
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database. The dissociation rate together with the affinity are both required for reproducing
the temporal response of OSNs. The latter alone can only characterize the steady state re-
sponse. This illustrates some of the limitations of the DoOR datasets for characterizing the
temporal response properties of OSNs, despite their richness for characterizing the steady
state response of odorant-receptor pairs.
2.4.2 Combinatorial Coding of Odorant Identity is Concentration Depen-
dent
The output of simulated OSN population demonstrates that the odorant identity is encoded
in the set of odorant-activated OSN groups expressing the same receptor type. Different
odorants evoke different sets of OSN groups, as shown in Fig.2.10. More importantly, the
size of the set expands or reduces as the odorant concentration increases or decreases.
2.4.3 Complexity of the Input Space of Olfactory Neuropils
Our approach models on the molecular level the combinatorial complexity of the transfor-
mation taking place in Drosophila antennae OSNs. The transformation maps the odorant-
receptor binding rate tensor modulated by the odorant concentration profile and the odorant-
receptor dissociation rate tensor into OSN spike trains, respectively. The resulting concentration-
dependent combinatorial code determines the complexity of the input space driving olfactory
processing in the downstream neuropils, such as odorant recognition [70] and olfactory as-
sociative learning [71; 72].
2.4.4 Future Work
The odorant receptor and the pheromone receptor share similar temporal variability in
response to input stimuli [73], despite the differences in protein structure and chemical
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signaling between the two receptor families. Therefore, the fruit fly OTP model can be
extended to model pheromone receptors. Pheromones can be modeled as odorants with an
extremely high single receptor binding and dissociation rates.
The active receptor model can be readily extended to odorant mixtures. One interesting
question is to study the odorant encoding of OSNs in the presence of a background odor-
ant. Another potential direction is to investigate the “cocktail party” problem of odorant
mixtures [74].
2.5 Methods and Materials
2.5.1 I/O Characterization of the OTP/BSG Cascade
Is the OTP model given in Eq.(2.7) capable of qualitatively reproducing transduction cur-
rents as those recorded in voltage clamp experiments? We empirically explore this question
below.
We first empirically tuned the parameters of the odorant transduction process model so
as to generate similar transduction currents as recorded in the voltage-clamp setup published
in [54]. The binding rates and the dissociation rates of all OTP models were set to 1 and
132, respectively, and values of the other parameters are listed in Table.2.2.
We evaluated the model using step stimuli us(t), ramp stimuli ur(t), and parabola
stimuli up(t), chosen as,
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Table 2.2: Summary of the parameters in the fruit fly odorant transduction model.
Variable Value Description
α1 1.570 · 101 cutoff frequency of the filter modeling the peri-receptor process
β1 8.000 · 10−1 slope of the transition region of the peri-receptor process filter
γ 1.750 · 10−1 scaling factor of the filtered odorant concentration gradient
α2 8.877 · 101 rate of activation of the gating variable of the co-receptor channel
β2 9.789 · 101 rate of deactivation of the gating variable of the co-receptor channel
α3 2.100 · 100 rate of increase of the state variable of the calcium channel
β3 1.200 · 100 rate of decrease of the state variable of the calcium channel
κ 7.089 · 103 feedback strength from the calcium channel to the co-receptor channel
c 7.534 · 10−2 value achieving the half-activation of the co-receptor channel
p 1 the Hill coefficient of the co-receptor channel
Imax 7.774 · 101 maximum current amplitude generated by the co-receptor channel
us(t) =
 c, 0.5 ≤ t ≤ 2.50, otherwise, (2.8)
ur(t) =

c 11.8(t− 0.5), 0.5 ≤ t < 2.3






2, 0.5 ≤ t < 2.4
c(1− 10(t− 2.4))2, 2.4 ≤ t < 2.5
0, otherwise,
(2.10)
where c is a scalar ranging between 1 and 101 with a step size of 5.
The response at the output of the peri-receptor process u∗h, the odorant concentration
profile [v]ron, and the ratio of bound receptor [x1]ron are shown in Fig.2.11. The slope of
the rising phase of u ∗ h after the onset of odorant is due to the effect of the filter h(t).
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The odorant concentration profile [v]ron encodes the gradient of the concentration for the
step stimuli (see the chair-shaped response), but less so for the ramp and parabola stimuli.
Lastly, the bound receptor [x1]ron transforms the odorant concentration profile and maps
it into a bounded range between 0 and 1.
As shown in Fig.2.11.A, the OTP model exhibits temporal response dynamics akin
to the adaption phenomena reported in [54]. Furthermore, we tested the OTP model with
ramp and parabola stimuli of different concentration amplitude values, as shown in Fig.2.11.
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Figure 2.11: Characterization of the fruit fly OSN model in response to odorant stimuli of
different concentration amplitude values, ranging between 1 and 101 ppm with a step size
of 5 ppm. The parameters of the OTP model are given in Table.2.2, and the parameters
of the BSG model are listed in Section 2.5.8. The binding rate and the dissociation rate of
all OTP models were set to 1 and 132, respectively. (A) Step stimulus given by Eq.(2.8).
(B) Ramp stimulus given by Eq.(2.9). (C) Parabola stimulus given by Eq.(2.10).
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Compared with the stimulus response of the active receptor model, the response of the
OTP model exhibits a complex temporal variability, that is sensitive to both the amplitude
and the gradient of the odorant stimulus waveform. For example, as shown in Fig.2.11.B,
the response of the OTP model to the ramp stimulus first increases linearly as the ramp
stimulus increases, but then plateaus and remains constant as the gradient of the ramp
stimulus is a constant. In addition, as shown in Fig.2.11.C, the response of the OTP model
to the parabola stimulus roughly resembles a ramp function that closely matches with the
gradient of the parabola stimulus.
The complex temporal response of the OTP model is due to the feedback received by
the co-receptor channel from the calcium channel. Without the calcium channel feedback,
the OTP model is reduced to a three-stage (peri-receptor processing, bound-receptor gener-
ator, and co-receptor channel) feedforward model. The feedback enables the OTP model to
encode the odorant concentration profile components, i.e., both the filtered odorant concen-
tration and concentration gradient. In addition, the nonlinearities embedded in the current
generation of the co-receptor channel (see also Eq.(2.6)) acts as a normalization block, that
facilitates the OTP model to map a stimulus with a wide range of amplitude values into a
bounded transduction current.
The temporal response variability of the OTP/BSG cascade is similar to the transduc-
tion current generated by the OTP model. The similarity between the responses of the
OTP model and the OTP/BSG cascade suggests that the temporal variability of the odor-
ant concentration profile is primarily encoded in the OTP model. The BSG model is simply
a sampling device mapping input current waveforms into spike trains.
2.5.2 Evaluating the Steady State Response of the OTP/BSG Cascade
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Figure 2.12: The transformation of the odorant concentration amplitude into steady-
state spike rate by the OTP/BSG cascade for fixed values of the ligand-receptor affinity in
response to 5-second-long constant stimuli. The parameters of the OTP model are given in
Table.2.2, and the parameters of the BSG model are listed in Section 2.5.8. The amplitude
of the constant odorant stimuli ranges between 10−3 and 103 with a step size of 0.1 on the
logarithmic scale. The spike rate is calculated in a window between 4 and 5 seconds.








· [v]ron · (1− [x1]ron)− [x1]ron. (2.11)
where [b]ron/[d]ron is the odorant-receptor or ligand-receptor “affinity” [75]. The active
receptor model postulated in Eq.(2.11) implies that in steady state the product between
the odorant-receptor affinity and the odorant concentration profile is the main figure of
merit for I/O characterization of the fruit fly OTP/BSG cascade. To study its mapping
into spike rate, we simulated OTP/BSG cascades with constant stimuli, and evaluated the
spike rate at steady state.
The amplitude of step stimuli ranges between 10−1 and 105 with a step size of 0.1 on
the logarithmic scale. The affinity ranges between 10−2 and 101 with a step size of 0.01 on
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the logarithmic scale. The parameters of the OTP model are given in Table.2.2, and the
parameters of the BSG model are listed in Section 2.5.8. The step stimulus is 5 second long,
and the OTP/BSG cascades reach steady state roughly after 3 seconds. We calculated the
spike rate using a window between 4 to 5 seconds, and plotted the results in 2D in Fig.2.12.
Note that the x-axis in Fig.2.12 is on the logarithmic scale. As shown in Fig.2.12, for
different values of the odorant-receptor affinity, the mapping of the concentration amplitude
into spike rate shifts along the x-axis. A low affinity value requires a higher concentration
amplitude value in order to elicit spikes above the spontaneous activity rate.
As shown in Fig.2.12, the transformation of the product between the odorant-receptor
affinity and the concentration amplitude into spike rate resembles a sigmoidal function.
The OTP/BSG cascade starts spiking only after the product exceeds a certain threshold
value. For odorant-receptor pairs with a low affinity, the firing activity requires a larger
minimal amplitude of concentration than for those with a higher affinity value. This, again,
coincides with experimental findings that odorant-receptor pairs with lower affinity require
higher odorant concentration values in order to elicit spiking activity [5].
2.5.3 Reproducing the 2D Encoding of the OSNs
To examine whether the fruit fly OTP/BSG cascade exhibits the 2D encoding property, we
stimulated the cascade with the set of 110 triangular concentration waveforms that were
previously used in experiments [3] with Or59b and acetone. The triangular waveforms
and their trajectories are plotted in Fig.2.13.A and Fig.2.13.C. We applied each of the
triangular waveforms to 25 OTP/BSG cascades, and evaluated the PSTH using the spike
train of all 25 cascades with a 20 ms bin size and 10 ms time shift between consecutive
bins. The binding and dissociation rates of all OTP/BSG cascades was set to 3.141 · 104
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and 1.205 · 101, respectively. The parameters of the OTP model are listed in Table.2.2,
and the parameters of the BSG model are listed in Section 2.5.8.
The responses of the OTP/BSG cascade are given in Fig.2.13. The PSTH of the OT-
P/BSG cascade in response to different waveforms is color-coded in both the 2D and 3D
view, as shown in Fig.2.13.B and Fig.2.13.D, respectively. In addition, we applied the 2D
ridge regression algorithm to identify a 2D encoding manifold that best fits the PSTHs.
The manifold and its contour are depicted in Fig.2.13.F and Fig.2.13.E, respectively. Sim-
ilarly to the case of the staircase waveform, the OTP/BSG cascade firing rate increases
dramatically as the concentration increases.
As shown in Fig.2.13.F, a 2D encoding manifold in a concentration and concentration
gradient space provides a quantitative description of the OTP/BSG cascade. Examining
Fig.2.13.F, we note that the 2D encoding manifold is highly nonlinear and that the OT-
P/BSG cascade clearly encodes the odorant concentration and its rate of change. The
OTP/BSG cascade responds very strongly to even the smallest positive values of the gra-
dient and encodes only positive concentration gradients at low odorant concentrations. At
high concentrations the OSN mostly encodes the odorant concentration.
2.5.4 Estimation Algorithm for Affinity Value and Dissociation Rate
The receptor expressed by an OSN encodes an odorant as the pair ([b]ron ·[v]ron, [d]ron), i.e.,
the product of the odorant-receptor binding rate and the odorant concentration profile, and
the odorant-receptor dissociation rate. The OTP/BSG cascade then samples and presents
this representation as a train of spikes. As shown in Eq.(2.11), for a constant stimulus
with amplitude u, the pair is equivalent to ( [b]ron[d]ron · [v]ron, 1). In addition, we also note that
[d]ron · dt = d([d]ront) is, in effect, a time change. An algorithm to estimate the values of
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Figure 2.13: Characterizing the 2D encoding of the OTP/BSG cascade. (A) 110 triangu-
lar concentration waveforms. Different colors correspond to distinct triangular waveforms.
(B) The PSTHs of the OTP/BSG cascade in response to triangular concentration wave-
forms. Different colors correspond to distinct waveforms. PSTHs were computed using a
20 ms bin size and a 10 ms time shift between consecutive bins. (C) The trajectories of
triangular waveforms plotted in the concentration and concentration gradient plane. (D)
The trajectories of PSTHs plotted in the concentration and concentration gradient plane.
(E) The contour plot of the 2D manifold. (F) The 2D Encoding Manifold fitted to the
trajectories of PSTHs. The manifold is generated by applying a 2D ridge estimator to the
PSTHs.
the odorant-receptor biding and dissociation rates may, therefore,
• estimate the ligand-receptor affinity in steady state when the LHS of Eq.(2.11) is zero
for all values of the dissociation rate [d]ron, and
• estimate of the dissociation rate [d]ron during a concentration jump assuming the
value of the ligand-receptor affinity to be the one obtained in 1. above.
We describe the procedure above in more detail in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 Estimation of the Affinity, Binding and Dissociation Rates
1: procedure (given step stimulus, steady state spike rate, and peak spike rate).
2: Empirically determine the inverse mapping from spike rate to affinity.
3: Estimate the affinity value [b]ron[d]ron from the spike rate using the inverse mapping obtained
under 2 above.
4: Empirically determine the inverse mapping from peak spike rate to dissociation rate
given the estimated affinity value [b]ron[d]ron .
5: Estimate the dissociation value [d]ron from the peak spike rate using the inverse mapping
obtained under 4. above.
6: Compute the binding rate [b]ron from the product of estimated values of affinity and
dissociation rate, i.e., [b]ron[d]ron · [d]ron.
7: end procedure
2.5.5 Numerical Stability of the OSN Model
It is easy to see that [x1]ron and [x2]ron take values in [0, 1]. This is because the value of
the derivative [ẋ1]ron at [x1]ron = 0 is positive and the derivative [ẋ1]ron at [x1]ron = 1 is
negative. Same reasoning applies to [ẋ2]ron. Finally, we also note that [x3]ron is positive.
2.5.6 Simulation Setup
We evaluated the response to each of the stimuli by 50 neuron groups, each group consisting
of the same OSN type. Each of 50 groups consisted of 25 OSNs, and in total there were
1, 250 OSNs. We then computed the PSTH for each of OSN groups using the resultant 25
spike sequences in each of the groups. The PSTH had a 20 ms bin size and was shifted by a
10 ms time interval between consecutive bins. The parameters of all OTP models are given
in Table.2.2. The binding rate was separately set for each odorant-receptor pair. We used
the same set of parameters for all 1250 cascades, but generated different sample paths for
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the Brownian motion term W in Eq.(2.12). The parameters of the BSG model are listed
in Section 2.5.8.
2.5.7 Peri-receptor Processing Model
h(t) in Eq.(2.2) is the impulse response of a low-pass linear filter that is usually defined in







h(t) + α21h(t) = α
2
1δ(t),
with the initial condition h(0) = 0 and dh/dt|t=0 = 0, where δ is the Dirac-function.
The value of α1 and β1 are given in Table.2.2, and the corresponding h(t) has an effective
bandwidth of 15 Hz.
2.5.8 Biophysical Spike Generator Model
We restrict our choice of the spiking mechanism of OSNs to biophysical spike generators
(BSG) such as the Hodgkin-Huxley, the Morris-Lecar, and the Connor-Stevens point neuron
models. For simplicity of presentation, we only describe here the Connor-Stevens (CS)
neuron model [59]. The CS model can be expressed in compact form as
d
dt
[y]ron = f([y]ron, [I]ron),
with y = [V, n,m, h, p, q]T is a vector of state variables, f is a vector function of the same
dimension, and I is the transduction current generated by the OTP model. Here ron takes
the same values as the same subscript in the OTP model. Compared with the classic
Hodgkin-Huxley neuron model, the CS neuron model has a continuous F-I curve [76], and
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is capable of encoding weak pulse stimuli with low spiking rates. It also has a wide spiking
rate range that sufficiently covers the spiking rate range of the OSNs.
The CS neuron model does not fire spontaneously, and requires a minimum value of the
input current to trigger firing. OSNs are noisy and fire spontaneously on average 8 spikes/s.
To mitigate this mismatch, we added noise to the CS neuron model,
d[y]ron = f([y]ron, [I]ron)dt+ d[W]ron, (2.12)
where W = [0, σWn, σWm, σWh, σWa, σWb]
T , and (Wn,Wn,Wh,Wp,Wq) are zero mean,
unit variance independent Brownian motion processes, and σ is a scalar. We empirically
determined the value of σ to be 2.05 by sweeping its value in the range of (0, 2.5) so that
the noisy CS model fires some 8 spikes per second. The F-I curve of the CS neuron model
for different values of σ is shown in Fig.2.14.
The CS model is based on the classic Hodgkin-Huxley (HH) neuron model [15] and can
be expressed in compact form as
d
dt
y = f(y, I), (2.13)
where y = [V, n,m, h, p, q]T is a vector of state variables, f is a vector function of the same
dimension. For simplicity, Eq.(2.13) omits the subscript notation in Eq.(2.12). Similarly
to the HH neuron model, the state variable n is a gating variable representing the activation
of the potassium channel, while the state variables m and h are gating variables represent-
ing the activation and deactivation of the sodium channel, respectively. Furthermore, the
variables p and q are the gating variables representing the activation and deactivation of
the “a”-channel. In more detail, Eq.(2.13) is given by
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dV
dt
= I − IK − Ileak − INa − Ia
dn
dt
= (n∞(V )− n)/nτ (V )
dm
dt
= (m∞(V )−m)/mτ (V )
dh
dt
= (h∞(V )− h)/hτ (V )
dp
dt
= (p∞(V )− p)/pτ (V )
dq
dt
= (q∞(V )− q)/qτ (V ),




αn(V ) + βn(V )
nτ (V ) =
2
0.38(αn(V ) + βn(V ))
m∞(V ) =
αm(V )
αm(V ) + βm(V )
mτ (V ) =
1
0.38(αm(V ) + βm(V ))
h∞(V ) =
αh(V )
αh(V ) + βh(V )
hτ (V ) =
1
0.38(αh(V ) + βh(V ))
p∞(V ) = (0.0761 ·
exp((V + 94.22)/31.84)
1 + exp((V + 1.17)/28.93)
)0.3333
pτ (V ) = 0.3632 +
1.158
1 + exp((V + 55.96)/20.12)
q∞(V ) = (
1
1 + exp((V + 53.3)/14.54)
)4
qτ (V ) = 1.24 +
2.678
1 + exp((V + 50)/16.027)
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and,
αn(V ) = 0.01 ·
V + 55
1− exp(−V+5510 )




αm(V ) = 0.1 ·
V + 40
1− exp(−V+4010 )










1 + exp(−V+3510 )
.





Ileak = 0.3(V + 17)
Ia = 47.7p
3q(V + 75).
Figure 2.14: Characterization of the Connor-Stevens neuron model. The F-I curves of the
model are color-coded for different noise levels (σ in Eq.(2.12)).
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2.5.9 Two (Acetone, Or59b) Datasets
Figure 2.15: Two datasets of PSTHs of Or59b in response to acetone step waveforms.
(A) The peak and steady state spike rate as a function of concentration amplitude. (B)
Dataset 1. (top) acetone waveforms. (bottom) PSTHs of Or59b OSNs. (C) Dataset 2.
(top) acetone waveforms. (bottom) PSTHs of Or59b OSNs.
Each of the two datasets contains the PSTHs obtained from the response of OSNs expressing
Or59b to acetone step waveforms with different concentration amplitudes. The peak and
steady state spike rate as a function of concentration amplitude for both datasets are given
in Fig.2.15.A. The acetone step waveforms and the corresponding PSTHs of Or59b OSN
for the two datasets are shown in Fig.2.15.B-C.
The two datasets are part of a repository of electrophysiology recording data for the
olfactory system of the fruit fly. The details of the electrophysiology recordings setup and
the odorant delivery system are given in [3] and [2]. The first dataset is made public here,
while the second dataset was previously published in [2]. The PSTH of the first dataset
was computed using a 100 ms bin size and shifted by 25 ms between consecutive bins.
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Chapter 3
Predictive Coding and On-Off
Circuits in the Drosophila
Antennal Lobe
The early olfactory system of the fruit fly encodes in multiple stages both the odor-
ant identity and the odorant concentration. The antenna encodes odorant stimuli into
a concentration-dependent combinatorial code, and the antennal lobe encodes the output
of the antenna into a concentration-independent code. To interrogate the logic of the trans-
formation of the combinatorial code, we devised a full-scale computational model of the
antennal lobe consisting of two sub-circuits, a predictive coding circuit and an on-off cir-
cuit. The predictive coding circuits models the vesicle release at the axonal terminals of the
olfactory sensory neurons. We show that the predictive coding circuit encodes the odorant-
receptor affinity value independently of the odorant concentration amplitude. Furthermore,
the on-off circuit generates output only when the concentration is low but the absolute value
of the concentration gradient is high thereby reacts to only the onset or the offset of the
odorant.
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3.1 Introduction
The early olfactory system of the fruit fly encodes both the odorant identity and the odorant
concentration into a combinatorial neural code that is further processed in higher brain
centers for recognition, associative learning, and other cognitive tasks. The combinatorial
neural code is transformed along the olfactory system across two stages, the antenna and the
antennal lobe. The antenna encodes an odorant stimulus into a concentration-dependent
combinatorial code [77], and the antennal lobe encodes the output of the antenna into a
combinatorial code with three phases: a transient onset phase, a concentration-invariant
phase, and a transient offset phase [78]. At steady state, the concentration-dependent
combinatorial code at the input to the antennal lobe is transformed into a concentration-
independent code by the antennal lobe circuit.
To interrogate the logic of the transformation of the combinatorial code, we devised a
full-scale computational model of the antennal lobe, comprised of model inhibitory and ex-
citatory local neurons (LNs), projection neurons (PNs), synapses between olfactory sensory
neurons (OSNs) and PNs, synapses between OSNs and LNs, and synapses between LNs
and PNs. LNs are categorized into two groups, the presynaptic LNs and the postsynaptic
LNs. The “presynaptic” LNs inhibit the axonal terminals of the synapse between OSNs and
PNs, while the postsynaptic LNs form synapses directly onto PNs. Two LN groups consti-
tute two different functional sub-circuits in the antennal lobe. First, the presynaptic LNs
along with the OSN axonal terminal constitute a predictive coding circuit that generates
a robust representation of the odorant identity. Second, the postsynaptic LNs compose a
on-off circuit that encodes the gradient of the odorant concentration and generates transient
responses only at the onset and the offset of an odorant waveform. The output of the on-off
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Figure 3.1: Anatomy of fruit fly’s early olfactory system neuropils. Volumetric rendering of
olfactory neuropils Antennal Lobe (yellow), Mushroom Body (blue), Lateral Horn (red)).
Rendering created with NeuroNLP [6] using volumetric information from the FlyCircuit
database [7].
circuit is robust against odorant pruning.
3.2 The Anatomy of the Antennal Lobe
The antennal lobe is the first neuropil in fly olfactory pathway. Similar to its vertebrate
counterpart, the olfactory bulb, the antennal lobe receives spiking input from olfactory
sensory neurons (OSNs), and relays the neural code via projection neurons (PNs) to the
mushroom body and the lateral horn. See also Fig.3.1.
3.2.1 The Anatomy of the OSNs, PNs and Glomeruli
The axons of OSNs and dendrites of PNs form a sub-neuropil structure, called the glomeru-
lus. Based on the relative position and arborization of OSNs and PNs, the antennal lobe
is organized into 50 glomeruli. Glomeruli are interconnected by about 120 local neurons
(LNs). Local neurons are “local” to the antennal lobe, since they only form synapses with
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neurons within the antennal lobe. PNs provide the only output of the antennal lobe.
OSNs are bipolar cells that extend long axons into the antennal lobe. Different from
OSNs, PNs are unipolar cells with three branches. The soma of a PN is typically located
at the distal end of one of its branches. On the second branch, a PN extends its dendrites
into the glomerulus, forming a dense dendritic tree. On the last branch, a PN sends a long
axon into the mushroom body and the lateral horn. Unlike OSNs and PNs, LNs lack axons
and only have dendrites forming dendro-dendritic synapses with other two types of neurons
in the antennal lobe.
Each glomerulus consists of axons of OSNs, dendrites of PNs and LNs and associated
synapses. The cell body of PNs and LNs are located outside of glomerulus and around
the peripheral area of the antennal lobe. The dendritic computation in the antennal lobe
takes place in the glomeruli. Hence, the glomerulus is the atomic building block of neural
information processing in the early olfactory system.
OSNs are categorized into 50 groups based on their (mostly unique) expression of re-
ceptors. The axons of OSNs expressing the same receptor type converge onto the same
glomerulus. Although, there are examples of OSNs expressing multiple receptor types con-
verging onto the same glomerulus, e.g., Or69aA and Or69aB project to glomerulus D, in
general, the mapping between OSNs expressing the same receptor type and cognate glomeru-
lus is one to one. The 3-D relative position of glomeruli in the antennal lobe is depicted in
Fig.3.2.
3.2.2 Inter-connectivity Among Glomeruli
The connectivity between glomeruli is achieved by about 100 to 200 LNs on each side of
the brain. LNs are diverse in their physiological properties, glomerular innervation pattern,
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Figure 3.2: Drawing of glomeruli contour and their relative position. The figure is adapted
from Fig. 4 in [8]. Rendering created with FFBO NeuroNLP using volumetric information
of neuropils from the FlyCircuit database [7].
and neurotransmitter types. Most LNs innervate all glomeruli, and only about 11% of
LNs connect to less than half of glomeruli. The largest LNs dataset up-to-date contains
over 1, 500 neurons with their glomerular innervation pattern and neurotransmitter types
[79]. LNs in this dataset are categorized into 5 morphological classes based on coarsely
stereotyped glomerular innervation patterns.
Each glomerulus consists of axons of some 50 OSNs (projecting evenly from both sides
of the brain), dendrites of 3 to 8 PNs, and dendrites of LNs. OSNs are cholinergic and form
excitatory synapses with PNs and LNs. Most LNs are GABAergic, while a small number of
GABA-immunonegative LNs are choline acetyltransferase (ChAT) positive [80]. Some other
LNs are glutamatergic [81]. In Fig.3.3, we visualize three LNs of distinct neurotransmitter
types and innervation patterns.
GABAergic LNs predominantly inhibit the OSN terminals at the pre-synaptic site of
the OSN-PN synapse [82; 83]. These LNs are the focus of this RFC.
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Figure 3.3: 3-D visualization of three local neurons in the left antennal lobe. The visualiza-
tion is created with NeuroNLP [6] using skeleton information of neurons from the FlyCircuit
database [7]. (left) FlyCircuit ID: Cha-F-600027, neurotransmitter: acetylcholine. (middle)
FlyCircuit ID: Gad1-F-600141, neurotransmitter: GABA. (right) FlyCircuit ID: VGlut-
F-300436, neurotransmitter: glutamate. The visualization can be accessed online via the
NeuroNLP tag.
3.3 Modeling the Antennal Lobe Circuit
We advance a full-scale model of the antennal lobe, consisting of 50 olfactory channels. Each
channel represents one glomerulus and contains 50 OSNs expressing the same receptor type
and three PNs. The OSNs synapse onto all PNs in the same channel. The channels are
interconnected by a network of 150 LNs. Each LN is characterized by a synaptic mechanism
and innervation pattern [79]. Each synapse is marked by its neurotransmitter receptor.
The input and the output of each channel are provided by the axons of the OSNs and PNs,
respectively.
We visualize the circuit diagram of the entire antennal lobe model in Fig.3.4. The OSNs,
PNs, and synapses associated with the same olfactory channel are labeled with the same
color. Three groups of LNs are labeled with different colors: the presynaptic inhibitory LNs
are in orange; the postsynaptic inhibitory LNs are in red, and the postsynaptic excitatory
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Figure 3.4: Circuit Diagram of the Entire Antennal Lobe. The presynaptic inhibitory LNs
(shown in orange) constitute the predictive coding circuit, and the postsynaptic LNs (shown
in red and green) form the on-off circuit.
LNs are in green. The information flow in the circuit diagram starts on the left hand
side and ends on the right hand side. The OSNs encode the odorant stimuli into spike
trains. The latter spike trains feed into the synapses between OSNs and three types of
LNs and the synapses between OSNs and PNs. The presynaptic inhibitory LNs drive
the presynaptic inhibitory mechanism of the OSN-PN synapses. Within each OSN-PN
synapse, the vesicle release pool is activated by OSN spikes and deactivated by a presynaptic
inhibitory mechanism. The postsynaptic conductance of the OSN-PN synapses transforms
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the vesicle neurotransmitter into a synaptic current. The postsynaptic LNs, shown in
red and in green, also receive spikes from the OSNs and form synapses onto the PNs.
The dendritic integration block accepts inputs from OSN axonal terminals, postsynaptic
inhibitory LNs and postsynaptic excitatory LNs. Finally, a PN’s axon hillock encodes the
dendritic current into a spike train.
3.3.1 Modeling the Odorant Space and the Olfactory Sensory Neuron
We extend the characterization of the odorant space for mono-molecular (pure) odorants
Chapter 2 to mixtures of odorants. We consider mixtures to be represented as the linear
combination of its mono-molecular components at the input to the olfactory sensory array.
In another word, consider a mixture of M mono-molecular odorants, each represented as
(bo, uo) for o ∈ O, where O : |O| = M is the set of mono-molecular odorants in the mixtures.




Figure 3.5: Odorant mixture model.
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3.3.2 Modeling the Predictive Coding Circuit in the Antennal Lobe
Predictive coding has been hypothesized for cortical computation and several sensory sys-
tems other than olfaction [84]. We advance a predictive coding circuit in the antennal
lobe model by utilizing the presynaptic mechanism of inhibitory LNs onto the OSN axonal
terminal, as shown in Fig.3.6.a. We show the diagram of the predictive coding circuit in
Fig.3.6.a. This circuit is part of the complete antennal lobe circuit shown in Fig.3.4 with
focus on the OSN axonal terminal. As in Fig.3.4, OSNs and their axonal terminals asso-
ciated with the same olfactory channel are labeled with the same color. The OSNs encode
odorant stimuli into spike trains and drive their axonal terminals as well as the presynap-
tic inhibitory LNs. Within the OSN axonal terminals, the LNs activate the presynaptic
inhibitory mechanism. The vesicle release pool is excited directly by the OSN spikes and
inhibited indirectly by the LNs through the presynaptic inhibitory mechanism. The detailed
description for each component in the predictive coding circuit is given in Section 3.6.
(a) Predictive coding circuit (b) On-off circuit
Figure 3.6: The predictive coding circuit and the on-off circuit in the antennal lobe.
The odorant identity and the odorant concentration are indistinguishable at the output
of the olfactory sensor array because of the multiplicative coupling between the two. The
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predictive coding circuit resolves this issue in two steps: i) it pools the output from all
olfactory sensors and computes a prediction of the odorant concentration value; and ii)
the predicted concentration value is then used to remove the concentration information by
normalizing the output of all sensor types.
3.3.3 Modeling the On-Off Circuit in the Antennal Lobe
The on-off circuit is a well studied concept for the fly’s vision system [85], whereas in
fly’s olfaction literature such concept has not been investigated. We hypothesize that fly’s
antennal lobe implements an on-off circuit for encoding the transient response of odorant
waveform. In particular, the on-off circuit encodes the gradient of the odorant concentration
and generates transient responses only at the onset and the offset of an odorant waveform.
We advance an on-off circuit in the antennal lobe model by utilizing the postsynaptic
LNs, as shown in Fig.3.6. The excitatory and inhibitory postsynaptic LNs encode the
positive and negative concentration gradient, respectively, thereby marks either the onset
or the offset of an odorant waveform. The detailed description for each component in the
on-off circuit is given in Section 3.6.
3.4 Results
3.4.1 Steady State Response of the Predictive Coding Circuit
We tested the predictive coding circuit with a step odorant stimulus across a range of
concentration amplitudes starting from 10−1 ppm to 103 ppm. The step stimulus to each
channel of the predictive coding circuit is modulated by a different affinity value. We
evaluated for each channel the spike rate of OSNs and the neurotransmitter concentration
at the OSN axonal terminal, as shown in Fig.3.7. The step stimulus is 5 second long, and
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both the OSN axon hillock and the OSN axonal terminal reach steady state roughly after 3
seconds. The OSN response curve is odorant concentration-dependent, and it is shifted by
different affinity values. We then evaluated the neurotransmitter concentration at the OSN
axonal terminal as a function of odorant concentration. The response curve at the OSN
axonal terminal displays the same shape and the scaled constant magnitudes represent the
affinity tensor values. For concentration values beyond a certain threshold, the response
curve is constant and independent of the odorant concentration. Across the predictive
coding circuit, the OSN responses are transformed from a concentration-dependent code at
the level of the axon hillock to a concentration-independent code at the at the level of the
axonal terminal.
Figure 3.7: Evaluation of the predictive coding circuit under steady state. (left) The
response curve of odorant concentration versus spike rate is color coded for OSNs with
different affinity values. (right) The response curve of odorant concentration versus neuro-
transmitter concentration is evaluated at the axonal terminal of OSNs with different affinity
values.
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3.4.2 Transient Response of the Predictive Coding Circuit
We next investigate the robustness of the concentration-invariant code generated by the
predictive coding circuit. We tested the predictive coding circuit with triangular and noisy
waveforms, and visualize the corresponding transient responses in Fig.3.8 and Fig.3.9,
respectively.
Figure 3.8: Evaluation of the predictive coding circuit to 5 different triangular waveforms.
(First Row) The concentration waveform of 5 triangular waveform. (Second Row)
Heatmaps of neurotransmitter concentration at the OSN axonal terminal, color coded in
accordance to the color bar to the right. Each row in a heatmap corresponds to a channel.
(First Row) Line plots of neurotransmitter concentration at the OSN axonal terminal.
Each line corresponds to a channel. (Top Right) The affinity vector of the odorant is
rendered in a heatmap, color coded in accordance to the color bar to the left.
We test the predictive coding circuit with odorant 11 in the DoOR database paired
with five different triangular waveforms, as shown in the first row of Fig.3.8. The affinity
vector of odorant 11 is rendered as a heatmap. The output of the predictive coding circuit,
measured by the neurotransmitter concentration at the OSN axonal terminal, are visualized
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as heatmaps and line plots in the second and the third rows in Fig.3.8, respectively.
For each of 5 waveforms, the predictive coding circuit encodes the odorant information
into constant neurotransmitter concentrations across different channels between 0.5 and 2.0
second, irrespective to the change of odorant concentration amplitude. The constant values
of the neurotransmitter concentration recover the normalized values of each entry in the
affinity vector.
Figure 3.9: Evaluation of the predictive coding circuit to 5 different odorants with noisy
concentration waveforms. (First Row) The noisy concentration waveform for each odorant.
(Second Row) Heatmaps of neurotransmitter concentration at the OSN axonal terminal,
color coded in accordance to the color bar to the right. Each row in a heatmap corresponds
to a channel. (Third Row) Line plots of neurotransmitter concentration at the OSN
axonal terminal. Each line corresponds to a channel. (Top Right) The affinity vector of
5 odorants is rendered in a heatmap, color coded in accordance to the color bar to the left.
We then test the predictive coding circuit with 5 different odorants, each of which was
paired a step waveform superimposed by Gaussian noise. The concentration amplitude of
step waveforms is 50 ppm, and the Gaussian has mean equal to 0 and variance equal to 10.
As shown in Fig.3.9, after the onset of the odorant waveform, the predictive coding circuit
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outputs a constant value at each channel agnostic to the noise waveform. The constant
value at each channel recovers the normalized affinity value of a receptor.
3.4.3 Evaluation of the Predictive Coding Circuit with Mixtures
We next evaluate the predictive coding circuit with mixtures of odorants. We start by
mixing two odorants with noisy waveforms of different concentration amplitudes, and test
the predictive coding circuit with the resulting mixtures. The output of the predictive
coding circuit shifts from recovering the affinity vector of one odorant to the other as the
concentration amplitude of two odorants vary, as shown in Fig.3.10. When the mean
concentration amplitudes of two odorants are equal, the predictive coding generates an
output different from those of two odorants when presented alone, suggesting a novel neural
code for the mixture.
We further evaluate the predictive coding circuit with mixtures of two odorants, one
background odorant with low concentration amplitude and one foreground odorant with 5
different concentration waveforms, as shown in Fig.3.11. Across 5 mixtures, the background
odorant enters at 0.5 second and remains constant at 20 ppm, and later the foreground odor-
ant starts at 2.5 second and ends at the 4.5 second. During the presence of the foreground
odorant, the predictive coding circuit generates a robust combinatorial code, predominantly
representing the foreground odorant across different concentration waveforms (step, noisy,
triangular, and parabolic waveforms). In addition, channels with high responses for the
background odorant are surpassed despite the background odorant is still presented.
When the concentration amplitude of the foreground odorant is low, as shown in the
first column in Fig.3.11, the output of the predictive coding circuit differs from the outputs
in the other 4 columns, suggesting the combinatorial code for representing mixtures depends
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Figure 3.10: Evaluation of the predictive coding circuit to mixtures of two odorants. Each
odorant is tested with 5 noisy waveforms of different amplitude. (First Row) The noisy
concentration waveforms of two odorants. (Second Row) Heatmaps of neurotransmitter
concentration at the OSN axonal terminal, color coded in accordance to the color bar to
the right. Each row in a heatmap corresponds to a channel. (Third Row) Line plots of
neurotransmitter concentration at the OSN axonal terminal. Each line corresponds to a
channel. (Top Right) The affinity vector of 2 odorants is rendered in a heatmap, color
coded in accordance to the color bar to the left.
on the concentration ratio between two odorants.
3.4.4 Temporal Response of the On-Off Circuit
The on-off circuit consists of two pathways, the on pathway and the off pathway. The on
pathway, realized through the postsynaptic excitatory LNs, encodes the onset of odorants,
while the off pathway, realized through the postsynaptic inhibitory LNs, encodes the offset
of odorants. Both pathways, via neurotransmitter, results into synaptic currents at the
dendritic tree of PNs.
We first examine the temporal response of the on-off circuit with five different triangular
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Figure 3.11: Evaluation of the predictive coding circuit to mixtures of two odorants, one
background odorant with low concentration amplitude and one foreground odorant with
5 different waveforms. (First Row) The noisy concentration waveforms of two odorants.
(Second Row) Heatmaps of neurotransmitter concentration at the OSN axonal terminal,
color coded in accordance to the color bar to the right. Each row in a heatmap corresponds
to a channel. (Third Row) Line plots of neurotransmitter concentration at the OSN
axonal terminal. Each line corresponds to a channel. (Top Right) The affinity vector of
2 odorants is rendered in a heatmap, color coded in accordance to the color bar to the left.
waveforms using odorant 11 in the DoOR database. We visualize the output of the on
pathway and the off pathway as well as the sum of the two in both heatmaps and line plots
in Fig.3.12. The on pathway encodes the beginning phase for each of 5 triangular waveforms
around 0.5 second, and the off pathway encodes the ending phase for each waveform around
2.2 second. Channels with highest affinity value are emphasized the most by both the on
and the off pathways. The off pathway has a negative polarity because of the inhibitory
GABA neurotransmitter.
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Figure 3.12: Evaluation of the On-Off circuit in response to 5 different triangular wave-
forms.
3.5 Discussions
3.5.1 I/O Evaluation of the Antennal Lobe Circuit
We examine the antennal lobe circuit with a mixture of three odorants, as shown in Fig.3.13.
The three quasi-tonic responses mark the onset of three odorants, respectively. At 4 or 5
second (the second column and the third column), the offset of the two odorants shut
down the PN activity across all channels. Apart from the onset or the offset events, the PN
combinatorial code recovers the affinity vector of the odorant with the highest concentration
amplitude.
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Figure 3.13: Evaluation of the antennal lobe circuit in response to a mixture of three
odorants. (First Row) The concentration waveforms of three odorants. (Second Row)
Heatmaps of neurotransmitter concentration at the OSN axonal terminal, color coded in
accordance to the color bar to the right. Each row in a heatmap corresponds to a channel.
(Third Row) Line plots of neurotransmitter concentration at the OSN axonal terminal.
Each line corresponds to a channel. (Top Right) The affinity vector of 3 odorants is
rendered in a heatmap, color coded in accordance to the color bar to the left.
3.5.2 Evaluation with Mask and Target Odorants
We further evaluate the role of the predictive coding with a target odorant and a mask
odorant. The two odorants elicit activity in two disjoint subsets of OSN types. The target
odorant activates 3 OSN types, while the mask odorant odorant activates the rest of the
OSN types. We first drive the antennal lobe model with the mask odorant, and later feed
an 1-second pulse of the target odorant. We vary the concentration amplitude of both the
target odorant and the mask odorant, and characterize the neurotransmitter concentration
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at the OSN axon terminal.

























Figure 3.14: Evaluation of the predictive coding circuit with a target odorant and a mask
odorant. The neurotransmitter concentration at the OSN axon terminal is characterized
with different concentration amplitude of the target odorant and the mask odorant. Each
column corresponds to a fixed concentration amplitude of the mask odorant, and each row
corresponds to a fixed amplitude of the target odorant. The concentration of the mask
odorant increases from left to right, and the concentration of the target odorant increases
from top to bottom.
We show in Fig.3.14 the neurotransmitter concentration at the axon terminal of an OSN
type elicited by the target odorant. Both the temporal response and steady state response
of the neurotransmitter concentration increases as the concentration amplitude of the tar-
get odorant increases, but decreases as the concentration amplitude of the mask odorant
increases. The mask odorant indirectly surpasses the neurotransmitter concentration by
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first activating many more OSN types than the target one and subsequently increases the
LN activity.
We next quantify the neurotransmitter concentration for the three channels that are
activated by the target odorant. We evaluate the steady state response of the three channels
in Fig.3.15.
Figure 3.15: Characterization of the steady state response of the spatio-temporal predictive
coding circuit with a target odorant and a mask odorant. The response curve at the
axonal terminal of different OSN types to a target odorant is shifted universally to a higher
concentration range in the presence of a mask odorant.
Here we evaluate the steady state response of the neurotransmitter concentration at the
OSN axonal terminal of the three channels (channel 6, 7, and 8) in the predictive coding cir-
cuit. The response curve to the target odorant at OSN axon terminals is universally shifted
across the three predictive coding channels to a higher concentration range by the presence
of a mask odorant, as shown in Fig.3.15. The shift is parametrized by the concentration of
the mask odorant. Our model indicates that the shift of the response curve, also known as
divisive normalization [86], is an outcome of predictive coding.
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3.6 Methods and Materials
3.6.1 Modeling the Pre-Synaptic Mechanism of the Synapse between
OSNs and PNs
The presynaptic inhibitory LNs form synapses onto the axonal terminals of the OSNs, and
reduce the amount of neurotransmitter release in the synaptic cleft between OSNs and PNs.
We advance a presynaptic inhibition model inspired by the fruit fly OSN model discussed




xO,Pr,n,p = s1 · (10−4 · TOr,n − c1) · (b1 + xO,Pr,n,p)− s1 · a1 · xO,Pr,n,p (3.1)
uO,Pr,n,p = x
O,P
r,n,p/(fr + d1) (3.2)
where xO,Pr,n,p is the ratio of “available” vesicles, fr is the strength of the inhibitory
mechanism of the LNs, uO,Pr,n,p represents the the normalized concentration of neurotrans-
mitter released into the synaptic cleft, and a1 = 1.49055402 · 10−2, b1 = 1.86235685 · 102,
c1 = 5.55168635 · 10−4, s1 = 1000, and d1 = 150.
The transition of xO,Pr,n,p is driven by TOr,n =
∑
k∈Z δ(t− tOr,n,k), where δ is the Dirac delta
function and tOr,n,k is the spike time of the n-th OSN for n = 1, ..., 50 of the r-th receptor
type for r = 1, ..., 50. In addition to r and n, the subscript p denotes the index of the
PN. The superscripts O and P indicate OSN and PN, respectively. The overall inhibitory
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where yL,Ol,r , as described below in Eq.(3.10), is the inhibition strength contributed by
the l-th pre-synaptic LN onto all OSNs in the r-th glomerulus.
The inhibitory mechanism uO,Pr,n,p modulates the concentration of the neurotransmitter
xO,Pr,n,p by dividing x
O,P
r,n,p with fr + d1. As shown in Fig.3.6 the presynaptic inhibitory LNs
receives input from OSNs in multiple olfactory channels. The inhibitory mechanism of a
single channel, driven by all LNs as given in Eq.(3.2), indirectly recruits the temporal OSN
activities from multiple channels, thereby establishing a spatio-temporal predictive coding.
3.6.2 Modeling the Post-Synaptic Mechanism of the Synapse between
OSNs and PNs
The post-synaptic mechanism of the synapse between OSNs and PNs converts the neuro-
transmitters released from the pre-synaptic site to a synaptic current at the PN dendrite.




yO,Pr,n,p = −(a6 + b6) ·
d
dt
yO,Pr,n,p + a6 · b6 · (uO,Pr,n,p − yO,Pr,n,p) (3.4)
IO,Pr,n,p = go · yO,Pr,n,p (3.5)
where yO,Pr,n,p is the state variable of the post-synaptic processor, I
O,P
r,o,p represents the
synaptic current, and a6 = 1.25 · 101, b6 = 1.219 · 101, and go = 1 are constant. The
superscripts O and P indicate the OSN and the PN, respectively. The first two subscripts
r and n stand for the receptor index and the neuron index, and the third subscript e
denotes the index of post-synaptic excitatory LN. The transition of yO,Pr,n,p is driven by the
neurotransmitter concentration uO,Pr,n,p, defined in Eq.(3.2).
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3.6.3 Modeling the Synapse between OSNs and Pre-synaptic LNs




xO,Lr,n,l = s2 · (10
−4 · TOr,n − c2) · (x
O,L
r,n,l + b2)− s2 · a2 · x
O,L
r,n,l (3.6)




where xO,Lr,n,l is the state variable of the synapse, I
O,L
r,n,l represents the synaptic current,
and a2 = 1.49055402 · 10−2, b2 = 1.86235685 · 102, c2 = 5.55168635 · 10−4, s2 = 800, and
g2 = 0.02 · 0.1252 · 10−2. The superscript O and L indicate the OSN and the pre-synaptic
LN, respectively. The first two subscripts r and n stand for the receptor index and the
neuron index, and the third subscript l denotes the index of the pre-synaptic LN.




k∈Z δ(t− tOr,n,k), where δ is the Dirac delta
function and tOr,n,k is the spike time of the n-th OSN for n = 1, ..., 50 of the r-th receptor
type for r = 1, ..., 50.
3.6.4 Modeling the Dendritic Integration of Pre-Synaptic LNs
The dendritic processor of the pre-synaptic LN integrates the current generated by all





where ILl is the overall dendritic current that drives the spiking mechanism of the l-th
pre-synaptic LN.
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3.6.5 Modeling the Synapse between Pre-Synaptic LNs and OSNs
The pre-synaptic LN modulates all the axonal terminal of OSNs in the same glomerulus
with the same inhibitory strength. To simplify the presentation, we model only one synapse
per pre-synaptic LN and glomerulus pair. The synapse between pre-synaptic LNs and OSNs
is modeled by a dynamic system of two variables,
d
dt
xL,Ol,r = s3 · (10
−4 · TLl − c3) · (b3 + x
L,O
l,r )− s3 · a3 · x
L,O
l,r (3.9)
yL,Ol,r = g3 · x
L,O
l,r (3.10)
where xL,Ol,r is the state variable of the synapse, y
L,O
l,r represents the inhibitory strength,
and a3 = 7.20492662 · 102, b3 = 1.15161599 · 102, c3 = 1.85988336 · 10−1, s3 = 0.5, and
g3 = 6.4 · 10−1. The superscripts L and O indicate the pre-synaptic LN and the OSN,
respectively. The two subscripts l and r stand for the LN index and the receptor index.
Unlike the state variable xO,Pr,n,l in Eq.(3.6), the state variable x
L,O
l,r has no subscript n for
addressing different OSNs of the same receptor type since we model one synapse per pre-
synaptic LN and glomerulus pair.




k∈Z δ(t − tLl,k), where δ is the Dirac delta
function and tLl,k is the spike time of the l-th pre-synaptic LN for l = 1, ..., 100.
3.6.6 Modeling the Synapse between OSNs and Post-Synaptic Excitatory
LNs
The synapse between OSNs and the postsynaptic excitatory LNs is modeled by a dynamic
system as follows,

























wO,Er,n,e = 0.1 · (exp(a4 · (p4 · yO,Er,n,e − zO,Er,n,e))− 1) (3.14)







r,n,e are the state variables of the synapse, I
O,E
r,n,e represents
the synaptic current, and R4 = 3, C4 = 0.03, L4 = 1., a4 = 3.5·101, b4 = 4.7·10−2, s4 = 0.01,
d4 = 4.7, g4 = 0.1, and p4 = 1 are constant. The superscripts O and E indicate the OSN
and the post-synaptic excitatory LN, respectively. The first two subscripts r and n stand
for the receptor index and the neuron index, and the third subscript e denotes the index of
post-synaptic excitatory LN.
The first two variables xO,Er,n,e and y
O,E
r,n,e are driven by the OSN spike train TOr,n =∑
k∈Z δ(t − tOr,n,k), where δ is the Dirac delta function and tr,n,k is the spike time of the
n-th OSN for n = 1, ..., 50 of the r-th receptor type for r = 1, ..., 50. Together, xO,Er,n,e and
yO,Er,n,e implement a high-pass filter that effectively encodes the gradient of OSN output.
The two variables zO,Er,n,e and w
O,E
r,n,e implement a half-way rectifier that sets the negative
parts of yO,Er,n,e to zero. As a result, the output current I
O,E
r,n,e encodes only the positive
gradient of OSN output.
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3.6.7 Modeling the Synapse between OSNs and Post-Synaptic Inhibitory
LNs












































r,n,i are the state variables of the synapse, I
O,I
r,n,i represents
the synaptic current, and R5 = 3, C5 = 0.04, L5 = 1., a5 = 9.66183574 · 101, b5 = 4.7 · 10−2,
s5 = 0.01, d5 = 4.7, g5 = 0.1, and p5 = −1 are constant. The superscripts O and I indicate
the OSN and the post-synaptic inhibitory LN, respectively. The first two subscripts r and
n stand for the receptor index and the neuron index, and the third subscript i denotes the
index of post-synaptic inhibitory LN.
The first two variables xO,Ir,n,i and y
O,I
r,n,i are driven by the OSN spike train T
O
r,n =∑
k∈Z δ(t − tOr,n,k), where δ is the Dirac delta function and tr,n,k is the spike time of the
n-th OSN for n = 1, ..., 50 of the r-th receptor type for r = 1, ..., 50. Together, xO,Ir,n,i and
yO,Ir,n,i implement a high-pass filter that encodes the gradient of OSN output.
The two variables zO,Ir,n,i and w
O,I
r,n,i implement a half-way rectifier that sets the positive
parts of yO,Ir,n,i to zero. Note that the polarity of p5 is different from p4 thereby causing the
rectifier to encode only the negative part of yO,Ir,n,i. Overall, the output current I
O,I
r,n,i encodes
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only the negative gradient of OSN output.
3.6.8 Modeling the Dendritic Integration of Post-Synaptic LNs
The dendritic processor of the post-synaptic LN sums up the current generated by all
synapses between the OSNs and the post-synaptic LN. The total synaptic current of the











The total synaptic current feeds directly into the spiking model of each post-synaptic
LN.
3.6.9 Modeling the Synapse between Post-Synaptic LNs and PNs
The synapse between post-synaptic excitatory LNs is modeled by a dynamic system follow-
ing the formulation of the α-synapse,
d2
dt2
xE,Pe,p = −(a7 + b7) ·
d
dt
xE,Pe,p + a7 · b7 · (TEe,k − xE,Pe,p ) (3.23)
IE,Pe,p = ge · xE,Pe,p (3.24)
where xE,Pe,p is the state variable of the synapse, I
E,P
e,p represents the synaptic current,
and a7 = 1.25 · 101 and b7 = 1.219 · 101, and ge = 0.4 are constant. The superscript E and
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P indicate the post-synaptic excitatory LN and the PN, respectively. The two subscripts e
and p stand for the index of post-synaptic excitatory LN and the index of PN, respectively.
Note that the positive sign of ge indicates that the synapse is excitatory.
The synapse between post-synaptic inhibitory LNs is modeled by a dynamic system
identical to the one above but with different value of parameters.
d2
dt2
xI,Pi,p = −(a8 + b8) ·
d
dt





II,Pi,p = gi · x
I,P
i,p (3.26)
where xE,Pe,p is the state variable of the synapse, I
I,P
i,p represents the synaptic current,
and a8 = 1.25 ·101 and b8 = 1.219 ·101, and gi = −0.08 are constant. The superscript I and
P indicate the post-synaptic inhibitory LN and the PN, respectively. The two subscripts i
and p stand for the index of post-synaptic inhibitory LN and the index of PN, respectively.
Note that the negative sign of gi indicates that the synapse is inhibitory.
3.6.10 Modeling the Dendritic Integration of PNs
The dendritic processor of PNs integrates the synaptic current induced by synapses between
OSNs and the PN and between LNs and the PN. We model the total synaptic current at











Note that we only model one PN per receptor type (per glomerulus). Therefore, the
subscripts r and p have an one-to-one correspondence.
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3.6.11 Modeling the PNs and LNs
Both PNs and LNs are spiking neurons. We model the spiking mechanism of PNs and LNs
as a BSG based on the Connor-Stevens neuron model, as discussed in Chapter 2.
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Chapter 4
Real-Time Hashing of Odorant
Mixtures in the Drosophila
Mushroom Body
Sensing and processing volatile odorants into a robust representation is a critical ability
for motile animals to survive in the natural environment. In Drosophila Melanogaster, the
Kenyon cells represent odorant information as a high-dimensional, sparse neural code that
is immediately used for learning and memory formation. To investigate the significance
of Kenyon cell neural code, we model the Kenyon cell circuitry as a real-time feedback
normalization circuit converting odorant information into a high-dimensional and sparse
time-dependent hash codes. We demonstrate an intrinsic partition of the odorant space
based on odorants, pure or mixture alike, with similar hash codes. The resultant real-time
hash code represents odorants in a way conducive to classifications, and can be used to detect
a previously unseen odorant resulting from mixing known mono-molecular components.
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4.1 Introduction
Neural systems implement sophisticated internal representations of sensory information for
performing complex computation and cognitive functions. In insects, the Kenyon cells
(KC), the tertiary olfactory neuron, encode the odorant information into a combinatorial
neural code that is directly processed in the mushroom body (MB) for recognition, novelty
detection, associative learning, and other cognitive tasks [89; 90; 91; 92].
First described in [93], over 150 years of studies on MB provide detailed, numerous
anatomical and physiological properties of the KC circuitry. The estimated number of KCs
is 2, 000 [94]. KCs receive excitatory inputs from projection neurons (PN) in the antennal
lobe [95; 96]. Each PN innervates one of 50 sub-neuropil structures, called a glomerulus [97;
8; 98]. PNs connect randomly to KCs [95]. On average, each KC is driven by 6.2 PNs
with some biases [95; 96]. All KCs excite a giant GABAergic anterior paired lateral (APL)
neuron, which in turn reciprocally inhibits all KCs [99; 100; 71]. In locust, the putative
analog of APL is referred to as the giant GABAergic neuron (GGN) [101; 102]. The PN
response is dense for both monomolecular odorants and mixtures [103; 104]. The PN-KC-
APL circuit transforms dense PN responses into sparse KC combinatorial codes, i.e., only 5
to 10 percent of KCs react to odorant stimuli [105; 106; 107; 71]. Many experimental studies
suggest that the inhibition from APL to KC causes the sparsity of KC codes [101; 108; 109;
105; 110; 111]. Whether APL is spiking is still undetermined. GGN, the locust analog of
APL, is non-spiking [102] suggesting that APL is likely a graded potential neuron [112]. In
cockroach, the intrinsic membrane properties of KCs result in a large depolarized activation
threshold, which is another potential cause of the sparse KC code [113; 114]. Note that
KCs also receive input from sensory modalities other than the olfactory system [115; 116;
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117]. These additional inputs, however, are not the focus of this report.
Many theoretical approaches have attempted to provide computational models of the
PN-KC-APL circuit that explain its functionality and significance in learning and memory
[118]. These efforts fall into three main categories [119]:
(i) Computational models seeking to explain the known anatomical and physiological
features of the PN-KC-APL circuit. Features characterized include, for example,
the sparseness of the KC activity [114; 102; 120; 121], and the degree of synaptic
connectivity between PNs and KCs [122]. Although such work provide theoretical
insight into some of the circuit properties, these models lack an explicit mechanism
for encoding odorant identity.
(ii) De-mixing models that aim to recover the concentration of a particular constituent
odorant in a mixture. These models are based on the theoretical framework of com-
pressive sensing or sparse representation, and impose constraints that violate the ar-
chitecture of the PN-KC-APL circuit. For example, all-to-all KC connectivity [123],
multiple APLs [124; 125; 126; 127], and a strictly feed-forward architecture [128; 129;
130], are incompatible with the PN-KC-APL architecture.
(iii) Similarity search models postulating that the PN-KC-APL circuit implements an al-
gorithm to encode similar odorants with similar KC responses in either online or offline
setting. In [131] it was proposed that the PN-KC-APL circuit facilitates similarity
search by implementing a locality sensitivity hashing(LSH) algorithm .
The LSH algorithm in category (iii) provides a biological-plausible realization of the PN-
KC-APL circuit that encodes the odorant identity into a hash code represented as the KC
activity. While the LSH model seems promising, it falls short of addressing two important
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aspects of the olfactory processing, the timing of the odorant identity and the representation
of odorant mixtures.
The KC response to mixtures is nonlinear and complex. Some KCs respond to a specific
mixture but not to the individual odorants in the mixture by themselves, and some other
KCs respond to individual odorants but not to their mixture [132]. A comprehensive model
for studying the mixture response of the PN-KC-APL circuit remains elusive.
Here, we advance a computational PN-KC-APL model as a real-time hashing circuit
consisting of biophysical neuron and synapse models. The proposed PN-KC-APL circuit
encodes odorant stimuli, pure and mixture alike, into time-dependent hash code represented
as KC activities.
We first evaluate the PN-KC-APL circuit with monomolecular odorants and characterize
the effect of LSH. We then examine the PN-KC-APL circuit with odorant mixtures and
use the resultant hash code to gain insights into the space of monomolecular odorants and
odorant mixtures.
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4.2 Models
Our full-scale PN-KC-APL circuit model is shown in Fig.4.1. The KC population (in green)
consists of 2, 000 neurons that each receives 6 excitatory synapses from a random subset of
50 PNs (in purple) and reciprocal/feedback inhibition through one APL neuron (in red).
The output of PNs undergoes significant dimensionality expansion with an expansion ratio
of 40.
Figure 4.1: Schematic of the PN-KC-APL circuit diagram. The full-scale circuit consists
of 50 PNs, 2, 000 KCs, and 1 APL.
PNs are the output neurons of the antennal lobe. The PN combinatorial code repre-
sents the odorant concentration and the odorant identity in two different coding schemes [78;
77]. At steady state phase, PNs encode the odorant identity into a concentration-invariant
combinatorial code [83; 133]. At transient phase, PNs generates a 2-D concentration-
dependent code that encodes both the concentration gradient and the second derivative
of concentration [134]. The 2-D encoding of PN emphasizes in particular the onset and the
offset of an odorant and hence realizes an asynchronous detector of odorant events.
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We modeled the input stimuli to the antennal lobe circuit using the odorant dataset
stored in the DoOR database [135]. The dataset contains spike rate information of 23 types
of olfactory sensor neurons paired with 110 odorants [5].
To make our circuit model match to the odorant dataset, we downsize the number of
PNs to 23 (shown in purple in Fig.4.1). Each of the 23 PNs corresponds to one receptor type
in the dataset. In addition, we reduce the number of KCs to 1, 000 so that the expansion
ratio between PN and KC is remains around 40. We set the degree of connectivity between
PN and KC to 6.
Modeling PN
We implemented the in silico PN and the rest of the antennal lobe circuit using the com-
putational models proposed in [136; 137]. Detailed description and evaluation of the PN
model and the antennal lobe model are given in [137]. We denote by {tPi,k}k∈Z the spike
train of the i-th PN.
Modeling KC
KCs are spiking neurons [113] with higher depolarization threshold for firing action potential
than other spiking neurons in insects [114]. To impose the high spiking threshold of KC,
we restrict our choice of models for KC to only the “type II” neuron models, models with
a discontinuous frequency-current curve [138]. In particular, we implement KCs with the
Hodgkin-Huxley neuron (HHN) model. The frequency versus current curve, as known as
the F-I curve, of the HHN model is reminiscent of the I/O curve of the hard thresholding
function. The spike train of the j-th KC is expressed as {tKj,k}k∈Z.
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Modeling APL
The APL is postulated to be a graded potential neuron [112]. We model the APL (shown
in red in Fig.4.1) as an analog adder that sums up the synaptic current of all KC-to-APL
synapses. The state of the APL is denoted by Vapl and its dynamics is governed by Eq.(4.4).
Modeling PN to KC Connection
PNs project randomly to KCs, and in average 6.2 PNs connect to one KC [95; 96]. We
model the PN to KC connectivity by randomly picking 6 PNs for each KC with the uniform
distribution. We denote by Pj the set of index of PNs that are presynaptic to the j-th KC.
Each of the 6 PNs drives an excitatory synapse (shown in light blue in Fig.4.1) modeled as
an α-synapse [139] whose dynamic is governed by,
d2
dt2
sP,Ki,j = −(ar + ad) ·
d
dt






where ad and ar are constant and s
P,K
i,j is the state of the synapse (the superscript P,K
indicates PN to KC). In addition, δ is the Dirac delta function, j is the index of the KC,
i ∈ Pj is the index of the PN, and {tPi,k}k∈Z denotes the spike train of the PN. The state
sP,Ki,j of 6 synapses is then scaled and summed at the KC dendritic tree (shown in dark blue
in Fig.4.1)),




where Ij denotes the overall excitatory synaptic current of the j-th KC, and IKC is a
scalar representing the maximum value of the excitatory synaptic current at KC.
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Modeling APL-KC Reciprocal Connection
KCs are cholinergic and excite the APL, which in turn inhibits all KCs via GABA neuro-
transmitter (the KC-APL and APL-KC synapses are shown in green and orange, respec-
tively). We model the excitatory KC-APL synapses with the α-synapse,
d2
dt2
sK,Aj = −(br + bd) ·
d
dt






where bd and br are constant, and j is the index of the KC, s
K,A
j is the state of the
synapse (the superscript K,A indicates KC to APL), and {tKj,k}k∈Z denotes the spike train
of the KC. The APL as an adder scales and then sums up the state of all KC-APL synapses,




where Iapl is a scalar and NK is the number of KCs. The GABAergic APL-KC synapse
is driven by the state of APL and modeled as follows [139],
d
dt
sA,Kj = cr · Vapl · (1− s
A,K
j )− bd · s
A,K
j , (4.5)
where cd and cr are constant, j is the index of KC, and s
A,K
j is the state of the synapse
(the superscript A,K indicates APL to KC).
Modeling Divisive Normalization Processing in KC Dendritic Tree
Lastly, we model the nonlinear processing taken place at the KC as a divisive normalization
processor (shown in brown in Fig.4.1) with two state variables nj and mj ,
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d
dt
nj = −ernj + ersA,Kj (4.6)
d
dt
mj = fr · Ij − fr · (fa + fbnj) ·mj (4.7)
where er, fr, fa, and fb are constant. The divisive normalization processor has two
inputs, sA,Kj the output of the APL-KC GABAergic synapse and Ij the excitatory KC
synaptic current. The variable nj represents the state of the GABA receptor and implements
a low-pass-filter that smooths out sA,Kj . The variable mj models the modulatory effect of
the GABA receptor onto the KC synaptic current Ij . The modulation results into the
division of Ij by nj via a multiplicative coupling between (fa + fbnj) and mj . At steady
state when ddtnj = 0 and
d













where mj realizes the divisive normalization of Ij by s
A,K
j , and later feeds into the
downstream KC. The KC then encodes mj into spike trains.
4.3 Results
In this section, we first evaluate the hash code represented as the KC activity with monomolec-
ular odorants, and analyze the similarity of the hash codes between every pairs of monomolec-
ular odorants. We then test the PN-KC-APL circuit with mixtures consisting of two odor-
ants and compare the resultant hash codes with the ones of monomolecular odorants.
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4.3.1 Real-Time Hash Code of Monomolecular Odorants
We examine the PN-KC-APL circuit with 110 monomolecular odorants in the DoOR database.
Each odorant is represented as a 23-dimensional affinity vector [136]. We generate for each
odorant a 3-second step concentration waveform. The amplitude of the waveform is 100
ppm between 0.5 and 2.5 second and 0 otherwise. In addition, we add white noise of zero
mean and variance equal to 10to the step stimulus between 1 and 2 second , as shown in the
first row of Fig.4.2. We visualize the PN responses and KC responses for 5 of 110 odorants
in Fig.4.2 (odorant 5, 21, 31, 41, and 51). The affinity vector of the 5 odorants is rendered
as a heatmap (right of the first row in Fig.4.2).
The PN response picks up the onset of the odorant around 0.5 second and then drops
to a constant value invariant against the variation of concentration caused the noise [137].
The PN response dies off after the offset of the odorant at 2.5 second.
Most of the KCs are silent during the presence of odorants. The percentage of active
KCs is shown in the bottom row of Fig.4.2. About 15 to 20 percent of KCs follows the PN
response and rises to a peak value at the onset of odorants. The active KCs then gradually
decays, and only about 5 percent of reacting KCs remains active after 1 second as all KCs
reach a steady state. Different odorants are encoded in real-time into a different hash
code represented as KC activity. The KC hash codes are sparse across different odorant,
consistent with experimental recording [105; 106; 107], whereas the PN response is either
sparse (odorant 5 in the first column of Fig.4.2) or dense (odorant 51 in the fifth column
of Fig.4.2).
The sparseness of the KC hash code is due to both the APL feedback and the high
spiking threshold of KCs. The APL feedback normalizes the KC input through a division
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that enforces the mean of normalized KC inputs to be below the KC spiking threshold,
which in turn rejects KC inputs with a low amplitude and allows only the top 5 to 10
percent of KCs to encode their input into spike trains. Without the divisive normalization,
the majority of KC inputs is not normalized to be below the KC spiking threshold, and the
sparseness of the KC response is no longer guaranteed for cases when the PN response is
dense and hence most of the KC input is large. With the divisive normalization but a low
spiking threshold of KCs, more KCs (than 5 to 10 percent) are able to encode their inputs,
resulting in a denser KC response.
4.3.2 Analysis of Hash Code for Monomolecular Odorants
To evaluate the performance of high-dimensional sparse hashing implemented by the PK-
KC-APL circuit, we compare the pairwise distance/similarity between steady-state repre-
sentations of 110 mono-molecular odorants at input and at all stages along the olfactory
pathway. Using the same set of odorant stimuli as discussed before and visualized in Fig.4.2,
we measure the steady state response of OSNs, PNs, and KCs at 2.49 second and express
them as ro,i, rp,i, rk,i, respectively, where the first subscript indicates the neuron type and
the second subscript i is the odorant index for i = 1, ..., 110. In addition, we refer to the
affinity vector of an odorant as bi for i = 1, ..., 110. Note that bi, ro,i and rp,i are 23-
dimensional vectors of non-negative real numbers, and rk,i is a 1, 000-dimensional vector of
non-negative real numbers.
We quantify the pairwise distance/similarity between odorants by calculating the cosine
similarity between the OSN, PN, and KC responses as well as the affinity vector. The
cosine similarity measures the angle between two vectors in a high dimensional space and
is defined as follows,
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Figure 4.2: The KC hash code for 5 odorants, odorant 5, 21, 31, 41, and 51 in the
DoOR database. (Top Right) A heatmap of affinity values for all 23 receptor types and 5
odorants, color coded in accordance to the color bar immediately to the left. (First Row)
The concentration waveform to each of the 5 odorants. (Second Row) PN responses for
all 23 channels across time, color coded by normalized PN firing rate in accordance to the
color bar on the right. (Third Row) The response of all 1000 KCs across time, color coded
by normalized KC firing rate in accordance to the the color bar on the right. (Forth Row)





where <,> denotes the inner product, and ‖ ·‖ is the l2-norm. The cosine similarity is a
nature choice of metric for the space of affinity vector and has been used to study the OSN
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Figure 4.3: The cosine similarity between every odorant pair at the odorant space and at
each stage of the olfactory pathway. From left to right: the cosine similarity matrices of the
affinity vector, the OSN response, the PN response, and the KC response.
and PN responses [140; 87]. Affinity vectors are equivalent under scaling because of the
multiplicative coupling between the affinity vector and the concentration amplitude. The
cosine similarity is invariant to scaling and gives similarity 1 to a pair of odorants with the
same affinity vector but scaled by different factors.
Referencing Fig.4.3, we visualize the cosine similarity CS(r·,i, r·,j) between 110
2 pairs of
110 odorants as a matrix for the OSN, PN, and KC response. We also visualize the pairwise
cosine similarity of the affinity vector between odorants in the first column of Fig.4.3. We
found that found that each stage increasingly reduces the cosine similarity between odorant
representations. The KCs reduces similarity across odorant representations, whereas the
OSN and PN responses have equivalent or higher similarity then the affinity vector.
4.3.3 Real-Time Hash Code for Mixtures
We test the PN-KC-APL circuit with a mixture of two odorants, one background odorant
with low concentration amplitude and one foreground odorant with five different concen-
tration waveforms, as shown in the first row of Fig.4.4. The The affinity vector of two
odorants are rendered as a heatmap in the top right corner of Fig.4.4. We visualize the PN
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response and the KC hash code in the second and the third row of Fig.4.4, respectively, as
well as the percentage of activated KCs in the forth row Fig.4.4.
Figure 4.4: Response of the PN-KC-APL to mixtures of two odorants, one foreground
odorant and one background odorant. (Top Right) A heatmap of affinity values for all 23
receptor types and 2 odorants, color coded in accordance to the color bar immediately to
the left. (First Row) The concentration waveforms of the background and the foreground
odorants. (Second Row) PN responses for all 23 channels across time, color coded by
normalized PN firing rate in accordance to the color bar on the right. (Third Row) The
response of all 1000 KCs across time, color coded by normalized KC firing rate in accordance
to the the color bar on the right. (Forth Row) Percentage of activated KCs across time.
The PN-KC-APL circuit generates two distinct hash codes for the background odorant
and the mixture between the foreground and background odorants (between 2.5 second and
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4.5 second). The KC hash code shows temporal dynamic that traces the onset and offset of
both the foreground and background odorants. In all 5 columns in Fig.4.4, the two peaks
around 0.5 second and 2.5 second mark the onset of two odorants, and the valley at 4.5
second indicates the offset of the foreground odorant. Apart from the transient phases near
onsets and offsets, only 5 to 10 percent of KCs remain active.
The first and the second waveforms of the foreground odorant are two step functions with
two different amplitude, 25 ppm and 100 ppm. The resulting hash codes for two mixtures
are similar but with subtle differences in some KC cells. When the concentration amplitude
of the foreground odorant is higher than the background odorant (from the second column
to the fifth column in Fig.4.4), the KC hash code is nearly identical and robust against the
varying concentration of the foreground odorant.
4.3.4 Hash Code as A function of Mixture Ratio
We demonstrated in Fig.4.4 the KC hash code differs for the two different concentration
ratio between two odorants (KC codes shown in the first and second columns in Fig.4.4).
We further examine the KC code as a function of mixture ratio for 4 pairs of odorants in the
DoOR database. The four odorant pairs are odorant 0 and 31, odorant 30 and 41, odorant
5 and 41, and odorant 11 and 87. For each odorant pair with affinity vectors bi and bj ,
we create 100 mixtures, each of which has affinity vector equal to bi,jk = (1−αk)bi +αkbj ,
where αk = k/99 for k = 0, ..., 99 is the mixture ratio between the two odorants. We
then test the PN-KC-APL circuit with each of 400 = 4 · 100 mixtures using a 3-second
step concentration waveform with amplitude equal to 100 ppm, and record the PN and KC
responses at 2.9 second.
The PN response and the KC response are rendered in heatmaps in the first and the
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Figure 4.5: Response of KCs to mixtures of two odorants. (First Row) PN responses
across mixture ratios. (Second Row) KC responses across mixture ratios. (Third Row)
The cosine similarity between the odorant mixtures and 110 monomolecular odorants in
the DoOR database. The similarities with respect to the pure odorant components used in
creating the mixture are highlighted in orange and blue.
second row of Fig.4.5, with the x-axis showing the mixture ratio and the y-axis showing
the neuron index. The PN responses undergo smooth transition across the mixture ratio,
while KC responses exhibit abrupt changes at intermediate mixture ratios, particularly for
mixtures of odorant 5 and 41 when the mixture ratio is between 0.3 and 0.7 (see the third
column in Fig.4.5). In Section 4.4.1 we discuss the potential differences in geometries
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between odorant representations across layers of the olfactory circuit that give rise to the
aforementioned observation.
The “identity” of mixtures is unclear based on the KC hash code. When the mixture is
close to either 0 or 1, the KC hash code seems similar to the ones of the two mono-molecular
odorants in the mixture. To quantify the similarity between mixtures and mono-molecular
odorants, we calculate the cosine similarity of KC codes between odorant mixtures and 110
mono-molecular odorants, and visualize the similarities as a function of mixture ratio in the
third row of Fig.4.5). The similarities with respect to the two odorants used in creating the
mixture are highlighted in orange and blue. As the mixture ratio increases from 0 to 1, the
curve of the cosine similarity with respect to the first odorant (the blue curve) starts from
1, gradually decays, and gets surpassed by the curve of the cosine similarity with respect
to the second odorant (the orange curve), which then rises toward 1.
In general, the two constituent odorants have the highest cosine similarities, with one
exception for the mixtures of odorant 5 and 41. The gray curve, shown in the third column
in Fig.4.5), corresponds to one of 110 odorants that has higher cosine similarity with the
mixtures than odorant 5 and 41 when the mixture ratio is between 0.3 and 0.7. We discuss
the cause of this exception in Section 4.4.1.
4.4 Discussion
4.4.1 Partition of the Odorant Space
Similar odorants ought to be mapped to similar neural responses in a manner that the
neural system is capable of associating memory learned from one odorant to other similar
odorants. The odorant space therefore naturally segregates into groups or partitions that
correspond different clusters of similar odorants. To investigate the partition of the odorant
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space, we synthesized 20, 000 mixtures and clustered them in the odorant space with an
unsupervised algorithm (K-Means) using their corresponding KC combinatorial codes.
Figure 4.6: Intra- and inter-cluster distance analysis. Each matrix displays Cosine Simi-
larity between odorant mixtures shown in Fig.4.7 using procedures same as Fig.4.3. The
odorant mixtures have been sorted such that mixtures that are assigned the same cluster
are close to each other. The colored squares along the diagonal of each plot indicate the
identity of the cluster using the same color code as in Fig.4.7.
The 20, 000 synthetic mixtures are generated as follows. We first created 5 “pure”
odorants as 5 affinity vectors by randomly sampling the value of each entry in the affinity
vectors from the exponential distribution. Next, we synthesized 20, 000 mixtures by creating
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20, 000 random affine combinations of the 5 affinity vectors. Each entry in a combination
corresponds to the affinity value between the synthesized mixture and one of the 23 recep-
tors, and its value must be positive. We ensure the positive value of entries by rejecting
combinations with any negative entry.
We simulated the PN-KC-APL circuit with the 20, 000 mixtures and performed the K-
means algorithm to cluster them into 10 clusters using their corresponding KC responses.
The affinity vector of 20, 000 synthetic mixtures as well as their corresponding OSN, PN, and
KC responses are shown in the second row of Fig.4.6. The mixtures have been sorted such
that mixtures assigned the same cluster are close to each other. Each cluster is enclosed by
a rectangular with a unique color. For a pairs of mixtures within the same cluster, the KC
responses are similar but with subtle differences. For a pairs of mixtures across two different
clusters, the KC responses are not only dissimilar but active in disjoint dimensions. The dis-
similarity of mixtures across clusters, however, is obscure in the affinity vector and the OSN
and PN responses. This phenomenon is even more apparent with cosine similarity analysis.
We computed the cosine similarity between every pairs of mixtures using the affinity vector
and the OSN, PN and KC responses, and visualized the resulting cosine similarity matrices
in the first row of Fig.4.6. The cosine similarity matrices of the affinity vector, the OSN
response and the PN response show insignificant differences between intra-cluster mixtures
and inter-cluster mixtures. In the KC cosine similarity matrix, the clusters (enclosed in
colored rectangles) stand out with bright colors indicating high similarity values that are
universally greater than the similarity value of mixtures across two clusters. We further
emphasized such disparity between intra-cluster mixtures versus inter-cluster mixtures by
calculating both the mean intra- and inter-cluster pairwise KC cosine similarity for each
clusters, as shown in bottom left of Fig.4.6. Every mean intra-cluster similarity is higher
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than any mean inter-cluster similarity, suggesting a strong separation of clusters and hence
supporting the concept of “locality-sensitive” in the KC responses. Note the separation of
clusters emerge naturally from the KC responses but not so from none of the affinity vector,
the OSN response, nor the PN response.
4.4.2 Locality Sensitivity Hash for Odorant Mixtures
The PN-KC-APL circuit encodes the identity of an odorant from a low-dimensional affinity
vector to a high-dimensional KC response or a hash code (Fig.4.7.A). The odorant space
is divided into different partitions, each of which corresponds to a set of similar or nearly
identical hash codes in the space of KC response, as illustrated in Fig.4.7.B. In Fig.4.6, the
affine space spanned by 5 pure odorants contains 20, 000 mixtures that are classified into
10 clusters. Each cluster defines a high-dimensional polytope or a partition in the odorant
space. To further interrogate the partition of the odorant space, we “sliced” the affine space
with 10 planes defined by every 3 out of 5 odorants (5 choose 3 is 10, and hence 10 planes).
For each of the 10 planes, we visualized all the mixtures lying on the plane in Fig.4.7.C.
Each mixture is labeled with the color of its belonging cluster with the same color code as
in Fig.4.6. The 3 constituent odorants of each plane are marked with unique black solid
symbols. In addition, we also visualized the convex hull of clusters in each plane. Note that
unlike the popular principle component analysis method that projects all the data points
onto a low-dimensional plane, we only visualized the points that intersect with each plane
in Fig.4.7.C.
Each of the 5 odorants belongs to one unique cluster (Odorant 0 belongs to cluster 6,
odorant 1 belongs to cluster 2, odorant 2 belongs to cluster 7, odorant 3 belongs to cluster
3, and odorant 4 belongs to cluster 4). Each plane defined by 3 of the 5 odorants intersects





















Figure 4.7: Partition of the odorant space using KC response cluster. (A) Mapping of the
low-dimensional affinity vector to the high-dimensional KC code. (B) The odorant space is
split into partitions, each of which corresponds to a cluster of KC codes. (C) The odorant
space is sampled with 20, 000 affine combinations of 5 odorants (shown as symbols in black).
Each of the mixture points are color-coded based on their respective cluster assigned using
K-Means Clustering of KC hash code. Each of the subplot corresponds to 1 of 10 (5 choose
3) planes defined by 3 of the 5 odorants. Note that because the K-Means clustering of
KC output assigns cluster identity in a non-supervised fashion, the clusters are not directly
associated with pure odorant identities that formed the mixture.
with a least 4 clusters. Among the intersected clusters, 3 of the clusters correspond to the
3 odorants defining the plane, and the rest correspond to mixtures of the 3 odorants with
KC responses distinct from those of the 3 odorants. For example, cluster 9 (in red) in the
the plane defined by odorant 0, 1, and 4. Different combinations of pure odorants results
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into mixtures in different clusters. For example, the plane defined by odorant 1, 3, and 4
consists of 6 clusters, 3 of which correspond to 3 sets of mixtures (red, brown, and orange).
The property of locality sensitivity hash is “regional” and only valid for mixtures within
the same partition as the intra-cluster similarity is high as shown in Fig.4.6. Two mixtures
of two partition are encoded into two very dissimilar hash codes, even if their affinity vectors
are similar in the odorant space but lie on the opposite side of the boundary of partitions.
Mixtures within the same partition have similar KC hash codes and potentially recognized
as the same identity by the brain.
In natural environment, the smell of an object usually contains tens of monomolecular
odorants. A study measured 78 monomolecular odorants with different combinations of
concentration across 54 samples of strawberry from different geographical regions and dif-
ferent times in a year [141]. These 54 samples constitute 54 mixtures of 78 monomolecular
odorants. Since these 54 mixtures are all “perceived” as the same identity, our aforemen-
tioned analysis suggests that these 54 mixtures must belong to the same partition in the
odorant space.
4.4.3 Dichotomy between Pure Odorant and Mixture
The identity of each partition in the odorant space is not always well defined. A pure
odorant seems to be a natural choice for identifying its belonging partition, whereas the
identity of the partition of only mixtures is elusive. To answer this question, we revisit
the hash code of mixtures of two odorants discussed in Section 4.3.3, and interrogate the
partitions formed by these mixtures.
We followed the similar procedure described in Section 4.4.1 and generated 40, 000
mixtures by creating 40, 000 random affine combinations of 7 odorants, odorant 0, 5, 11, 30,
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31, 41 and 87 from the DoOR database. We then tested the PN-KC-APL circuit with the
40, 000 mixtures and performed K-Means algorithm to cluster the resultant KC codes into
14 clusters. Each cluster is labeled with a unique color. Each odorant belongs to one unique
clusters. We then focused on the mixture responses of the 4 pairs of odorants discussed in
Section 4.3.3. We computed the cosine similarity between mixtures and either of the two
odorants in the mixture, and plotted the result in the top row of Fig.4.8 (almost the same
as the bottom row of Fig.4.5). For each pair of two odorants, we picked one extra odorant
and visualized the plane defined by the 3 odorants in the bottom row of Fig.4.8. The 3
constituent odorants of each plane are marked with unique black solid symbols. As similar
to Fig.4.7.C, we also visualized the convex hull of mixtures in each cluster.
Next, we connect the curves of cosine similarity shown in the top row of Fig.4.8 with
the partitions of the odorant space illustrated in the bottom row of Fig.4.8. We first start
with mixtures of odorant 0 and 31. Each of odorant 0 and 31 belongs to one of two adjacent
partitions, cluster 3 and 10, as shown in Fig.4.8. A mixture of odorant 0 and 31 of a specific
mixture ratio corresponds to a point in the segment between the two odorants in the plane
defined by odorant 0, 5, and 31. As the mixture ratio increases from 0 to 1, the point
representing the mixture moves from odorant 0 to odorant 31 along the line between the
two odorants in the plane. The mixture always belongs to either cluster 3 and 10, since
there is no other cluster between them. We then turn to mixtures of odorant 30 and 41,
which belongs to cluster 5 and 14, respectively. The two clusters are separated by cluster
12. Interestingly, odorant 30 locates very close to the boundary of cluster 5. As the mixture
ratio becomes slightly larger than 0, the mixture exits the partition of cluster 5 and enters
the partition of cluster 12. such transition is reflected in the steep drop of cosine similarity
between the mixture and odorant 30.
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Figure 4.8: Mixture clustering. (Top) Cosine Similarity is plotted between odorant mixture
and their pure odorant components across mixture ratio, as in bottom row of Fig.4.5. In
column 3, the green curve highlights the Cosine Similarity between odorant mixture and
another pure odorant (not in the mixture) that has very high similarity at intermediate
mixture ratio values. (Bottom) Diagrams of partitioning of neighborhood around odorant
mixtures shown in the top row. The geometry as demonstrated by the diagrams captures
2 features of the similarity plots above. Firstly, the distance between pure odorant and the
decision boundary between clusters reflects the mixture ratio at which the two similarity
curves intersect. Secondly, the distance between pure odorants in the odorant space reflects
the magnitude of similarity curve intersection.
We next focus on mixtures of odorant 5 and 41. As the mixture ratio increases from
0 to 1, the point representing the mixture traverses in order across cluster 6, 5, 12 and 14
in the plane defined by odorant 5, 11, and 41. Note that cluster 5 contains odorant 45, an
odorant different from 7 odorants used for creating affine combinations. When the mixture
ratio is between 0.35 and 0.7, the resulting mixture lies in cluster 5 and hence has a KC
hash code similar to the one of odorant 45 as hinted by the property of locality sensitivity
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hash discussed in Section 4.4.2. Indeed, the cosine similarity between the mixture and
odorant 45 is high (nearly 1) as shown in the green curve in the third column of Fig.4.8.
The identity of mixtures within cluster 5 is indistinguishable from the identity of odorant
45.
Lastly, the two clusters of odorant 11 and 87, cluster 4 and 2, are separated by cluster 3.
Unlike odorant 45 for cluster 5, none of the 110 odorants belongs to cluster 3, and mixtures
within cluster 3 can not be identified as any pure odorant.
4.4.4 Hash Code as a Function of PN-KC Expansion Ratio
The 40-fold expansion ratio between PN and KC is a unique property exclusive to the PN-
KC-APL circuit along the olfactory pathway . Here, we study the effect of the expansion
ratio on KC hash codes by setting the number of KCs to 23, 50, 100, 500 and 1, 000. We
apply the same set of mixtures used in Fig.4.5 to the modified PN-KC-APL circuits, and
visualize the resulting KC responses as heatmaps in Fig.4.9 with the x-axis representing
the mixture ratio and y-axis representing the KC index.
The proportion of the active KCs remains robustly at 5 ∼ 10 % irrespective of KC
number. A stable hash code for representing mixtures arises as number of KCs increase, as
shown most pronouncedly by the emergence of a stable representation in column 3 between
mixture ratio [0.3, 0.7]. The KC code of mixtures deviates from the KC codes of the two
constituent odorants in the mixture, consistent with the phenomenon observed in [132].
When the KC number is low, the mixtures are encoded into the hash codes identical to
one of the hash codes of the two monomolecular odorants. The lack of novel hash code
for mixtures suggests a coarser partition of the odorant space for representing odorant
identities.
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Figure 4.9: KC hash code as a function of expansion ratio. Each column demonstrate the
steady-state KC hash code with respect to changing mixture ratio for the same mixtures
shown in Fig.4.5. (First Row) The KC response of a PN-KC-APL circuit with 23 KCs.
(Second Row) The KC response of a PN-KC-APL circuit with 50 KCs. (Third Row)
The KC response of a PN-KC-APL circuit with 100 KCs. (Forth Row) The KC response
of a PN-KC-APL circuit with 500 KCs. (Fifth Row) The KC response of a PN-KC-APL
circuit with 1, 000 KCs. (Sixth Row) Percentage of active KCs.
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Chapter 5
Generating Executable Models of
the Drosophila Central Complex
The central complex (CX) is a set of neuropils in the center of the fly brain that have been
implicated as playing an important role in vision-mediated behavior and integration of spa-
tial information with locomotor control. In contrast to currently available data regarding
the neural circuitry of neuropils in the fly’s vision and olfactory systems, comparable data
for the CX neuropils is relatively incomplete; many categories of neurons remain only partly
characterized, and the synaptic connectivity between CX neurons has yet to be fully de-
termined. Successful modeling of the information processing functions of the CX neuropils
therefore requires a means of easily constructing and testing a range of hypotheses regarding
both the high-level structure of their neural circuitry and the properties of their constituent
neurons and synapses. To this end, we have created a web application that enables si-
multaneous graphical querying and construction of executable models of the CX neural
circuitry based upon currently available information regarding the geometry and polarity
of the arborizations of identified local and projection neurons in the CX. The application’s
novel functionality is made possible by the Fruit Fly Brain Observatory, a platform for
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collaborative study and development of fruit fly brain models.
5.1 Introduction
The brain of the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster comprises approximately 50 neuropils.
Most of these modules - referred to as local processing units (LPUs) are characterized by
unique populations of local neurons; some - called hubs - do not contain any local neurons
[7]. The central complex (CX) comprises between 2,000 and 5,000 neurons [142] organized
in four neuropils: the protocerebral bridge (PB), fan-shaped body (FB), ellipsoid body
(EB), and noduli (NO) (Fig.5.1). Local neurons have been identified in PB and FB, but
not in EB or NO [7; 143]. In contrast to most neuropils in the fly brain, PB, FB, and
EB are unpaired; NO comprises 3 paired subunits [143]. Accessory brain areas that are
connected directly to neuropils in CX include the bulb (BU), crepine (CRE), inferior bridge
(IB), lateral accessory lobe (LAL), superior medial protocerebrum (SMP), wedge (WED),
and posterior slope (PS) [144].
Although a growing amount of CX structural information is available for several insect
species other than the fruit fly such as the monarch butterfly, desert locust, field cricket, and
discoid cockroach [145], CX connectome information is currently less complete than that of
sensory neuropils such as those in the olfactory and vision systems, the latter of which has
recently been mapped in the fly in great detail using electron microscopy [146]. A range of
local and projection neurons in CX have been identified and grouped into isomorphic sets
using Golgi staining, genetic tagging techniques, and confocal microscopy [147; 148; 144;
143]; however, many other CX neurons have not been systematically characterized and the
synaptic connectivity between them remains unknown owing to the limitations of the above
optical imaging technologies and the very limited EM-based analysis of CX synapses done
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Figure 5.1: Volumetric rendering of central complex neuropils (PB, FB, EB, NO)
and select accessory neuropils (BU,  LAL) innervated by CX neurons. (Clockwise from
top left: whole brain, front view of the central complex, side view of the central complex,
top view of the central complex.) Rendering created with NeuroGFX using volumetric
information from the FlyCircuit database [7].
to date (for an example of the latter, see [149]). This ambiguity regarding the structure of
the CX neural circuitry compounds the already difficult task of modeling a portion of the
brain that does not receive direct sensory input.
Genetic experiments have shown that the CX neuropils play essential roles in a range
of important behaviors:
• EB appears to be involved in visual place learning [150; 151], short-term orientation
memory [152; 153; 154], angular path integration [155], and left-right bargaining [142];
• FB appears to also play a role in left-right bargaining, as well as visual pattern memory
and object recognition [156; 142];
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• PB plays a role in controlling step length and hence direction of walking [156; 142];
• NO neuropils seem to be involved in flight control [145].
While some functional models of the CX neuropils have been presented that attribute high-
level functions such as short-term object storage and object recognition to different parts of
the circuit [156; 142], they do not explicitly show how the CX circuitry explicitly implements
the information processing functions associated with the above behaviors or how the various
neuropils’ individual functions combine to produce more comprehensive behaviors such as
long-term motor skill learning or locomotor activity control. In light of the incompleteness
of the CX connectome, it is perhaps unsurprising that only a few computational models of
the CX neuropils or the entire CX currently exist. A spiking neural network model of spatial
memory formation and storage in EB is presented in [157]; while this model can replicate
experimental results for specific behaviors using a ring attractor circuit inspired by that of
EB, it does not attempt to account for the exact observed biological circuitry or explain
how such a model interacts with the other CX neuropils. A model of CX was included in a
more comprehensive insect brain simulation described in [158], but it employs generalized
models of the CX neuropils that use artificial behavior selection networks which - although
they superficially make use of spiking neuron models - do not employ the observed neural
circuitry of the neuropils.
To enable further investigation of the information processing capabilities of the CX
neuropils, we need to be able to efficiently generate and evaluate different executable CX
models given the limited available connectome data. While a similar approach involving C.
elegans has been used to generate multiple testable models regarding the neural basis for
salt klinotaxis behavior [159], the greater structural complexity of the fruit fly CX and the
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need to evaluate the CX models together with models of the neuropils that provide them
with input requires
• a database-driven approach to generating different models of the CX neural circuitry
that incorporate experimentally obtained biological data with hypothetical or algo-
rithmically inferred structural characteristics that attempt to account for the unknown
aspects of the circuitry, and
• a graphical means of interacting with CX models and their outputs that exposes the
circuitry at different levels of structural abstraction ranging from individual neurons
through families of morphologically similar neurons to circuits comprising multiple
neuron families.
To address these requirements, we have developed a web application for simultaneous
graphical navigation of the CX and execution of models of its neural circuitry, based on
the Fruit Fly Brain Observatory ecosystem. In this paper, we present a scheme for labeling
neurons in terms of their arborization patterns that can be used to algorithmically infer
unknown synaptic connectivity in the CX neuropils. Finally, we demonstrate how this
software utilizes this scheme to construct executable models comprising several families of
neurons in the CX with two examples that respectively illustrate model responses to injected
input signals and a comparison between the responses of models with circuitry based upon
wild type and mutant fly strains.
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5.2 Central Complex Circuit Representation and Generation
5.2.1 Graphical User Interface of the CX Application
The CX web application is built upon the ecosystem of the Fruit Fly Brain Observa-
tory (FFBO), an open-source platform for the emulation and biological validation of fruit
fly brain models in health and disease [160] (see Chapter 6). The application provides a
reconfigurable graphical interface in NeuroGFX, a key application of the FFBO, for navi-
gation, manipulation, and execution of the CX neural circuit; a screenshot of this interface
appears in Fig.5.2. Regions of neuropils comprised by and accessory to the central complex
may be rendered in 3D. Neurons in the executed CX model may be selected and highlighted
in a schematic circuit view; detailed portions of the circuit may also be magnified.
Figure 5.2: NeuroGFX graphical user interface depicting CX neuropils and neural circuit.
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5.2.2 Arborization-Based Neuron Labeling
Most neurons innervating the various CX and accessory neuropils possess at least two dis-
tinct clusters of dendrites (postsynaptic terminals) and/or axons (presynaptic terminals)
that occupy geometrically distinct regions of the innervated neuropils [147]. These clusters
are referred to as arborizations (Fig.5.3). In the absence of experimental data regard-
ing the actual presence and number of synapses between specific CX neurons, the overlap
of presynaptic and postsynaptic arborizations may be used to infer synaptic connectivity
and information flow until more detailed connectivity data becomes available. To use ar-
borization data to infer synaptic connectivity, CX neurons with similar morphologies and
arborization patterns can be classified and labeled in terms of the latter. If neurotrans-
mitter profiles are ignored and each CX neuron type is assumed to be represented by a
single neuron, then each neuron’s label unambiguously encodes the geometric regions of its
arborizations and whether each arborization contains dendrites, axons, or both.
This neuron labeling scheme can be described in terms of the parsing expression gram-
mar (PEG) depicted in Fig.5.4 [161]; the grammar may be used to extract the arborizations
of a particular neuron for constructing models of the CX circuitry. Note that the grammar
includes a special case for handling the string LRB in the 〈name〉 rule which corresponds
to the left rubus (RB) region of CRE; this is necessary to prevent that string from being
incorrectly parsed into LB (a string that does not correspond to any defined region) and
RB.
Neuropils are denoted by the abbreviated names mentioned in Section 5.1; abbrevi-
ations corresponding to individual regions within each neuropil are detailed in the article
supplement. For neuropils that occur in pairs, upper case denotes the neuropil on the left
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Figure 5.3: Arborizations of a PB-EB-LAL neuron [143] (light blue) superimposed upon
the CX neuropils (from left to right: top view, front view, side view.). Each arborization
occupies a specific region of the PB, EB, and LAL neuropils (PB, EB, LAL). Ren-
dering created with NeuroGFX using volumetric information of neuropils and skeletonic
information of neurons from the FlyCircuit database [7]. This neuron is registered in the
FlyCircuit database with the indentifier “Gad1-F-400245”
.
side of the fly brain (from a dorsal perspective of the fly) while lower case denotes the neu-
ropil on the right side of the fly brain. A neurite’s type may be spine (s), bouton (or bleb)
(b), or a combination thereof (bs, sb). In the absence of detailed data regarding synapses,
information flow polarity is assumed to be reflected by neurite type; spines are assumed to
be postsynaptic (and accept input), while boutons are assumed to be presynaptic (and emit
output) [143].
5.2.3 Executable Circuit Generation
To infer the presence of synaptic connections between neurons, each known biological neuron
in the CX circuit was loaded into a database, called NeuroArch (discussed later in Chapter
6), by name. A parser for the grammar described in Section 5.2.2 was used to extract
records containing arborization information from each neuron’s name (Table.5.1); these
records were reinserted into the NeuroArch database as separate nodes connected to those
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Figure 5.4: PEG grammar for CX neuron label.
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that represent the original neurons.
After extraction of arborization data, all pairs of neurons in the database were compared
to find those pairs with geometrically overlapping arborizations and differing neurite types
(i.e., presynaptic versus postsynaptic). This resulted in the creation of database nodes
representing synapses that were connected to the associated biological neuron node pairs in
NeuroArch’s database.
To illustrate the synapse inference algorithm’s operation, consider the neurons EB/
([R3,R5],[P,M],[1-4])/s-EB/(R4,[P,M],[1-4])/b-LAL/RDG/b-PB/L3/b and PB/L4/s-EB/2/b-
LAL/RVG/b. The former neuron has postsynaptic (spine) arborizations in EB and presy-
naptic (bouton) arborizations in EB and LAL; the latter has postsynaptic arborizations in
PB and presynaptic arborizations in EB and LAL. Since the region EB/(R3,P,[1-4])/s in
the former overlaps with region EB/2/b in the latter and the terminal types of the two
neurons in the overlapping region differ, the presence of a synapse with information flow
from the latter neuron to the former is inferred.
Although physical overlap of arborizations does not always imply the presence of synapses,
the above scheme illustrates how the software platform enables the use of partial structural
information to construct and test CX circuit hypotheses. NeuroArch’s data model can be
extended to incorporate more detailed neural circuitry when it becomes available, thereby
opening the doors to more accurate algorithmic inferences regarding the unknown portions
of the CX circuit.
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5.3 Results
5.3.1 Executable CX Model Response to Visual Input
In light of the current lack of data regarding synapses between the various neurons identified
in the central complex neuropils, data regarding the arborizations of these neurons was used
to infer the presence or absence of synapses to generate an executable model of the central
complex. Local and projection neurons were assigned to neuropils as indicated in Table.5.2.
The neuropils in which these neurons arborize and the terminal types of their arborizations
is listed in Table.5.3. Further details regarding these neurons is included in the article
supplement.
Although the BU-EB neurons have not been systematically characterized, available
information regarding these neurons was used to hypothesize the arborization structure
for a total of 80 BU-EB neurons in each hemisphere of the fly brain [147; 148; 153;
151]. Likewise, we also hypothesized isomorphic sets of pontine neurons that link regions in
FB based upon [147]. The hypothesized arborizations of the BU-EB and pontine neurons
were used to assign them names; the latter are detailed in the article supplement. Fig.5.5
depicts the inferred synaptic connectivity between PB local, PB local, PB-EB-LAL, EB-
LAL-PB, PB-EB-NO, FB local, PB-EB-LAL, PB-FB-CRE, PB-FB-LAL, PB-FB-NO, and
BU-EB neurons; the rows of the connectivity matrix correspond to the presynaptic neurons,
while the columns correspond to the postsynaptic neurons.
All neurons in the CX circuit were modeled as Leaky Integrate-and-Fire neurons, with







where Ri and Ci are the neuron’s membrane resistance and capacitance and Ii the neuron’s
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total input current. Upon reaching the threshold voltage Vt,i, each neuron’s membrane
voltage is reset to Vr,i. All synapses modeled to produce biexponential alpha function
responses to presynaptic spikes; the synaptic conductance αi(t) = ḡigi(t) response to a
spike at t = t0 is described by [162]
ġi(t) = hi(t)u(t)
ḣi(t) = −(ar,i + ad,i)hi(t)− ar,iad,igi(t) + δ(t− t0)ar,iad,i
where ḡi is the maximum conductance of the synapse, u(t) is the Heaviside step function,
δ(t) the Dirac delta function, and ar,i and ad,i are the rise and decay time constants of
the synapse’s alpha function, respectively. The parameters of synapses between BU-EB
neurons and other neurons were configured to exhibit inhibitory behavior; all remaining
inferred synapses were configured to be excitatory. In all of the following connectivity
matrices, a black square denotes the presence of a connection linking a presynaptic neuron
on the y-axis to a postsynaptic neuron on the x-axis.
To test the executability of the generated circuit and its ability to respond to input data,
the generated model was driven by a simple visual stimulus consisting of an illuminated
vertical bar proceeding horizontally across the 2D visual space. Since the central complex
neuropils do not receive direct connections from the vision neuropils, processing of the visual
stimulus by the latter was approximated by three banks of receptive fields whose outputs
were respectively provided to BU, bu, and PB as input (Fig.5.6). In light of the reported
retinotopy of bulb microglomeruli [153], the receptive fields for BU and bu were constructed
as evenly spaced 2D grids of 80 circular Gaussians that respectively correspond to one of
the microglomeruli in the bulb; each receptive field was connected to one BU-EB neuron
such that the 16 neurons in each of the 5 groups of EB ring neurons processed input from
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Figure 5.5: Inferred synapses between PB local (1), PB-EB-LAL (2), EB-LAL-PB (3),
PB-EB-NO (4), FB local (5), PB-FB-CRE (6), PB-FB-LAL (7), PB-FB-NO (8), and BU-
EB (9) neurons. Rows correspond to presynaptic neurons, while columns correspond to
postsynaptic neurons. Owing to its size, the connectivity matrix is depicted as several
overlapping matrices (A, B, C).
a rectangle occupying 15 of the 2D visual space. The azimuthal tracking of visual stimuli
by activity in EB [155] and the mapping from the linear structure of PB to the circular
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structure of EB suggested that the PB glomeruli’s receptive fields tile the fly’s visual field;
we therefore assigned 18 vertical rectangular regions with a constant magnitude to the
respective glomeruli. Each receptive field was connected to all local and projection neurons
that innervated the glomerulus corresponding to the receptive field region. The responses
of the neurons in each family to the two input signals are organized in the same order in
the respective raster plots. Fig.5.8 and Fig.5.7 depict the responses of neurons innervating
the PB and BU/bu neuropils to an illuminated vertical bar moving from left to right across
a dark background.
Figure 5.6: Schematic of information flow in generated CX model. 2D visual signals are
passed through rectangular grids of Gaussian receptive fields whose outputs drive BU-EB
neurons and through a bank of vertical rectangular receptive fields whose outputs drive
neurons that innervate the PB glomeruli. The generated model only comprises neurons
that innervate the depicted LPUs (BU, bu, EB, FB, and PB).
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Figure 5.7: Response of CX projection neurons innervating BU/bu to moving bar input.
(top) The 3D view of the PSTH of a single neuron in the BU/bu family. Each line represents
the PSTH of a single neuron. (bottom) The heatmap view of the PSTH. Neurons are color
coded with an one-to-one correspondence to the 3D view. Each row represents the PSTH of
a single neuron (indicated by the color dot in front of each row). The PSTH was computed
using a 200 ms bin size with a 50 ms sampling interval. (A,B) Response of bu/BU neurons
to the left-to-right moving bar. (C,D) Response of bu/BU neurons to the right-to-left
moving bar.
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Figure 5.8: Response of CX projection neurons innervating PB to moving bar input (left
to right). (top) The 3D view of the peristimulus time histogram (PSTH) of a single neuron
in the PB-FB-LAL family. Each line represents the PSTH of a single neuron. (bottom) The
heatmap view of the PSTH. Neurons are color coded with an one-to-one correspondence
to the 3D view. Each row represents the PSTH of a single neuron (indicated by the color
dot in front of each row). The PSTH was computed using a 200 ms bin size with a 50 ms
sampling interval. (A,C) Response of the neurons in the wild type. (B,D) Response of
the neurons in the no bridge mutant.
5.3.2 Comparing Normal and Abnormal Neural Circuits
To test hypotheses regarding incompletely characterized parts of the fly brain, one can
create models that either attempt to replicate abnormal behaviors or emulate abnormal
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circuit structures observed in different mutant fly strains. For example, one can attempt to
model phenotypes corresponding to mutations that constrict or disrupt connections between
the left and right sides of PB such as no bridge and tay bridge by altering the PB model
generation process accordingly. These mutations are known to alter the fly’s step length and
compromise the fly’s directional targeting abilities [163; 142]. Since neurons innervating the
motor ganglia are known to be postsynaptic to those that innervate LAL, it is reasonable
to expect that analogous modifications to the structure of PB may alter the outputs of
CX projection neurons that innervate LAL in a manner that reduces their sensitivity to
directional visual stimuli.
We modeled the no bridge mutant by positing the development of 16 PB local neurons
that only span either the left or right sides of PB in place of the 8 local neurons that
normally span the entire neuropil in the wild type fly (Fig.5.9; the hypothesized neurons’
names are listed in the article supplement). Although observations of the no bridge mutant
suggest that several of the medial glomeruli are not present, this model does not alter any
of the other known neurons in CX. The synapse inference algorithm (Section 5.2.3) was
then run on the modified circuits to construct a mutant CX model.
As the inputs to the wild type and mutant models are identical and the BU-EB neurons
do not receive any input from other neurons in the generated model, their responses in
the mutant model are identical to those in the wild type model (Fig.5.7). The effects
of the mutation on the response of the PB-FB-LAL projection neurons can be observed
by comparing the mutant model output in Fig.5.8B to Fig.5.8A; in both cases, the PB-
FB-LAL neurons along the vertical axes of the PSTH plots are arranged from those that
innervate the leftmost glomerulus to the rightmost glomerulus. The PB-FB-LAL neurons
in the wild type model exhibit sensitivity to the direction of the visual stimulus across the
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azimuth. While some of this activity occurs in the mutant model, the mutation causes
three PB-FB-LAL neurons on the left and three on the right sides of the fly’s brain to
produce high activity over abnormally long stretches of time. We posit that the output of
these neurons may dominate the inputs to the LAL neuropils and effectively drown out the
directionally sensitive responses of the other PB-FB-LAL neurons. This could explain the
inability of fly mutants with a laterally interrupted PB to perform the directional targeting
necessary to successfully traverse gaps in climbing experiments [163].
Figure 5.9: Normal PB local neuron innervation pattern (A) and hypothesized abnormal
innervation pattern (B) in no bridge mutant. Arrows and lines respectively mark presynap-
tic and postsynaptic arborizations within the corresponding glomeruli; the presence of both
presynaptic and postsynaptic arborizations within a glomerulus is marked by an adjacent
arrow and line.
5.4 Conclusion
[164] describe a model of the PB and EB circuitry that exhibit ring attractor dynamics
similar to those observed in calcium imaging of EB responses to visual landmark stimuli
[155]. While this model comprises the same neuron families as generated model described in
Section 5.3.1, the synaptic connections inferred in Fig.5.5 for those neuron families used in
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both models differ owing to our incorporation of arborization information from both [144]
and [143] rather than the latter alone. Our model also incorporates neuron families that
innervate FB.
We have demonstrated how NeuroGFX enables the structure of the CX neuropils to
be probed simultaneously with execution of neural circuit models inferred from available
connectomic data. Although the NeuroArch component of our software supports extensive
customization of supported executable circuit components, the software’s current web in-
terface is read-only. We are extending this interface to enable users to directly manipulate
the executed circuit by defining new modeling components, loading alternative subcircuits
into NeuroArch for evaluation, and modifying the parameters of stored circuit models.
Assessment of CX model accuracy requires a means of analyzing its response to dif-
ferent input signals. Since the CX circuit comprises multiple putative input and output
pathways of interest, there is a need to support concurrent injection of inputs and recording
of responses from potentially any component in a circuit model. While models of sensory
neuropils can be analyzed using prerecorded or generated sensory inputs, similar analysis of
non-sensory neuropil models requires the ability to observe their behavior when they receive
input from models of sensory neuropils. We will extend the NeuroGFX interface to enable
users to provide prerecorded input signals for injection into the CX circuit and designate
which circuit components to stimulate.
We aim to incorporate more detailed connectomic data into the application’s NeuroArch
database; ongoing work by the developers of the FlyCircuit database [7] that utilizes neuron
morphology to infer the number of synapses between neurons will enable construction of
CX models with more accurate connectivity patterns than those currently inferred from
arborization overlap.
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Field Data Type Sample Values
neurite set of ‘b’ or ‘s’ [b], [b, s]
neuropil string PB, EB
region set of strings or tuples [L1], [(1, R1)]
Table 5.1: Fields in NeuroArch arborization data record. Region strings or tuples conform









Table 5.2: Assignment of neuron families to neuropils in generated CX model. Arborization












BU-EB BU EB [148, p. 1509, Tab. 1]
EB-LAL-PB EB EB, LAL, PB [144, Fig. 4J-M]
FB local FB FB [165, p. 1439]
IB-LAL-PS-PB IB, LAL, PS PB [144, p. 1743, Fig. 4A] [143, Fig. 3N]
PB local PB PB [144, p. 1743],[143, p. 1007]
PB-EB-LAL PB EB, LAL [144, Fig. 5E]
PB-EB-NO PB EB, NO [144, p. 1745, Fig. 5G]
PB-FB-CRE PB CRE, FB [144, Fig. 6F] [143, Fig. 3L]
PB-FB-LAL PB FB, LAL [144, Fig. 6F-H]
PB-FB-LAL-CRE PB CRE, FB, LAL [143, Fig. 3M]
PB-FB-NO PB FB, NO [144, p. 1746, Fig. 5L]
PS-IB-PB IB, PS PB [143, Fig. 3S-T]
PS-PB PS PB [143, Fig. 3R]
WED-PS-PB PS, WED PB [144, p. 1744, Fig. 4B,D]
Table 5.3: Identified neurons connecting CX and accessory neuropils. Only neurons whose
existence has been confirmed in [148; 144; 143] are listed.
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Chapter 6
Fruit Fly Brain Observatory: From
Structure to Function
The fruit fly is a key model organism for studying the activity of interconnected brain cir-
cuits. A large scattered global research community of neurobiologists and neurogeneticists,
computational and theoretical neuroscientists, and computer scientists and engineers has
been developing a vast trove of experimental and modeling data that has yet to be distilled
into new knowledge and understanding of the functional logic of the brain. Developing open
shared models, modeling tools and data repositories that can be accessed from anywhere
in the world is the necessary engine for accelerating our understanding of how the brain
works.
To that end we developed the Fruit Fly Brain Observatory (FFBO), the next genera-
tion open-source platform to support open, collaborative Drosophila neuroscience research.
FFBO provides a (i) hub for storing and integrating fruit fly brain research data from mul-
tiple data sources worldwide, (ii) unified repository of tools and methods to build, emulate
and compare fruit fly brain models in health and disease, and (iii) an open framework for
fruit fly brain data processing and model execution. FFBO provides access to application
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tools for visualizing, configuring, simulating and analyzing computational models of brain
circuits of the (i) cell type map, (ii) connectome, (iii) synaptome, and (iv) activity map
using intuitive queries in plain English. Tools are provided to extract the function inherent
in these structural maps. All applications can be accessed with any modern browser.
6.1 Introduction
Animal behavior is governed by the activity of interconnected brain circuits. Comprehen-
sive brain wiring maps are needed to formulate hypotheses about information flow and also
to guide genetic manipulations aimed at understanding how genes and circuits orchestrate
complex behaviors. The availability of a powerful toolbox of transgenic methods for neu-
ronal circuit analysis, wide variety of mutants, the ease of culture and short development
cycles makes Drosophila an ideal model system for investigating the relationship between
genes, brain structure, function and behavior [166; 167; 168].
A successful determination of how the brain’s highly complex structure implements
specific functions requires its decomposition into functional modules whose input-output
relationships can be individually analyzed and whose interactions can be explained in terms
of the groups of synaptic connections that exist between them. Understanding how the fruit
fly brain works, requires the assembling of four major reference maps, namely, (i) the cell
type map - classification of cells into groups characterized by their morphology, molecular
expression pattern and distribution/innervation in all brain regions; (ii) the connectome
- the wiring diagram of the nerve connections among all neurons in the brain; (iii) the
synaptome - the set of all synapses, their distribution and expressed neurotransmitter and
receptor type in all brain regions, and (iv) the activity map - the electrical activity of all
neurons in the brain associated with a particular brain state.
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In the last century pioneering work began to map out these four areas on a small
scale. For example, staining-based cell type classification has led to the FlyBrain, the very
first online atlas of the Drosophila brain [169]. Around the same time, Flybase [170] was
created as a database of Drosophila genes and genomes. Electron Microscopy (EM) has been
used to precisely map columnar elements in the lamina neuropil [171]. Electrophysiological
recordings of neurons such as Lobula Plate Tangential Cells has played a central role in
gaining insight into visual motion detection [172].
In the past decade, biological data contributing to the cell type map, connectome and
synaptome of the fruit fly brain have been rapidly and increasingly made available thanks
to advancing genetic technology and volume EM technology. A number of genetics data
libraries have been greatly expanded, including the FlyBase [170], and others newly cre-
ated. For example, functional genomics data is provided by the Drosophila RNAi Screen-
ing Center (DRSC) and Transgenic RNAi Project (TRiP) [173], RNAi Libraries by the
Vienna Drosophila Research Center [174] and FlyLight GAL4 and Split-GAL4 lines by
the HHMI Janelia Research Campus [175; 176]. Furthermore, EM-based data has been
provided for the lamina cartridge [177], medulla [178; 179] and mushroom body [180].
Most recently, the whole fly brain has been imaged using EM [181]. In addition, the
cell type map of the mushroom body [176], medulla [178; 179] and central complex [144;
143] have been published. A large mesoscale connectome of the fruit fly brain has been
provided (FlyCircuit, [7]) and the connectome of 7 medulla columns (Janelia, [178]) has
been reconstructed, and made publicly available. In contrast, despite the strong interest in
Drosophila neuron recordings, open neurophysiological data can rarely be found in the pub-
lic domain. One of the exceptions is the DoOR database for mapping Drosophila odorant
responses [36].
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This diverse set of data has been utilized by three key stakeholder groups towards
understanding the function of fly brain circuits Fig.6.1. The first group consists of neu-
robiologists and neurogenetists who are interested to find neurons, genes, genetic lines to
perform experiments. Many existing fruit fly brain databases, web services and software,
such as FlyCircuit DB [7], FlyBrain Neuron Database [182], Virtual Fly Brain [183] and
BrainBase [184], serve this group of researchers. They enable search and visualization of
confocal imaging stacks of lines/neurons and/or information describing individual neurons.
The second stakeholder group is computational/theoretical neuroscientists. Several com-
putational models have been proposed to study whole brain function [185], the early visual
system [186] and visual motion detection [187; 188]. Electrophysiology data has been used
to identify the computation underlying photoreceptor function [189]. A number of recent
computational investigations addressed the function of the central complex (CX) [190; 191;
192; 193] whose anatomical structure, physiological properties and behavioral connection
have been subject to active recent studies [144; 194; 143; 195].
A third stakeholder group consists of computer scientists/engineers who independently
investigated pattern classification using deep learning and/or applied such methods to model
the lamina cartridges and medulla columns of the fly [196; 197]. The overriding goal here is
to create novel circuits and models for deep learning [198] and reinforcement learning [199].
While extensive amounts of data has become increasingly influential within the domain
of each of the stakeholders, researchers are still faced with several challenges including the
lack of a (i) hub for storing and integrating fruit fly brain research data from multiple data
sources worldwide, (ii) standardized repository of tools and methods to build, emulate and
compare fruit fly brain models in health and disease, and (iii) open framework for fruit fly
brain data processing and model execution.
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Figure 6.1: The FFBO open collaborative ecosystem.
The Fruit Fly Brain Observatory (FFBO) presented here addresses these challenges
heads-on Fig.6.1. FFBO provides all stakeholders with the (i) means to build and access
the four maps (see inner circle), and (ii) tools to build upon these maps the algorithms
tailored to their respective knowledge domain (some examples are briefly described in the
circles in blue surrounding the inner circle).
6.2 Results
6.2.1 The Fruit Fly Brain Observatory
The FFBO assembles the cell-type, connectome, synaptome and activity maps within a
single ecosystem, and more importantly, supports the building of the functional map of the
fruit fly brain. The latter map is a key step in gaining insights into the functional logic of
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the fruit fly brain circuits and their I/O behavior at different levels of abstraction.
The system architecture of the FFBO Fig.6.2 is built around an expanding modular
architecture. At the heart of the FFBO is the NeuroArch database [200], that integrates
both biological data and computational models of brain circuits into a single database, and
Neurokernel, a GPU-enabled computational engine for emulating the fruit fly brain [201].
The integrated database can be leveraged through the NeuroNLP and NeuroGFX front-
ends. NeuroNLP enables researchers to query biological data in plain English, including
morphology and position of neurons (cell type map), connectivity between neurons (con-
nectome) and distribution and type of synapses (synaptome). Moreover, it provides the
first open neurophysiology data service for the fruit fly brain (activity map). NeuroGFX
offers users means to explore the functional map of the fly brain circuits by providing them
with a highly intuitive graphical interface to configure, compose and execute neural circuit
models within Neurokernel.
6.2.2 System Architecture of the Fruit Fly Brain Observatory
The system architecture of the FFBO consists of three levels of abstraction, as shown in
Fig.6.2. The lowest level consists of the (i) FFBO Processor operating as central control
for registering services and routing messages (ii) NeuroArch Database and associated APIs
for querying and manipulating the data, and (iii) Neurokernel Engine for the emulation
of Drosophila brain circuits on massively parallel GPU clusters. The mid level consists of
the NLP Module, a natural language translator for Neuroarch API access, a Visualization
Engine for anatomy and physiology data and, a Neural Circuit Design Module, a set of
tools for exploring brain circuit models. Finally, at the top layer, reside the NeuroNLP and
NeuroGFX front-ends.
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Figure 6.2: A modular system architecture of the FFBO. The FFBO provides 2 user level
applications, the NeuroNLP and NeuroGFX. Supporting these frontend applications are
backend services of the FFBO that consists of an FFBO processor connected to the Neu-
roArch data service server, and the Neurokernel execution service server. An NLP module
is included to handle the parsing of plain English queries. A visualization engine is used
for visualization of biological data in the frontend, respectively. The backend components
are all containerized using Docker, making replacement of each component and using of
multiple components easier.
The messaging between components is handled using the Web Application Messaging
Protocol (WAMP) (https://wamp-proto.org/), stable implementations of which exist for
all major languages. The FFBO Processor serves as a WAMP router, and components
providing services register their services with the FFBO Processor. Applications then call
these services using Remote Procedure Calls (RPCs). Multiple backend components can
register with the processor. For example, when multiple NeuroArch components launched
on different machines are registered, different users can be served on a local machine for
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better user experience and redundancy. Finally, all backend components are containerized
using Docker (https://www.docker.com). This allows for easy sharing, installation and
deployment, and for compartmentalization of the distributed components.
NeuroArch is a graph database for codifying knowledge about fruit fly brain circuits.
It is designed with two user communities in mind: (i) neurobiologists/neurogeneticists inter-
ested in querying the database to address questions regarding neuroanatomy, neural circuits,
neurons, synapses, neurotransmitters, and gene expression, and (ii) computational/theoret-
ical neuroscientists and computer science/engineers interested in the instantiation of models
of neural circuits and architectures, their program execution, and validation of hypotheses
regarding brain function. A key aim of NeuroArch is to provide a resource that supports
and connects the research carried out by these two communities. To this end, NeuroArch
defines a data model for representation of both biological data and model structure and the
relationships between them within a single graph database [200].
The connectomic and anatomical data currently in the FFBO platform includes all
available open fly brain data from the (i) FlyCircuit [7], spanning some 20,000 neurons and
1,260,000 inferred synaptic connections [185], and (ii) the Janelia seven column Medulla
EM reconstruction that includes some 500 neurons and 67,000 synapses [179; 180], and (iii)
the Janelia larval EM reconstruction that currently includes some 500 neurons and 138,000
synapses [202; 203]. The physiological data currently in the database consists of 1.6 hours
of electrophysiology recordings from photoreceptors [204; 205], olfactory sensory neurons
[206] and antennal lobe projection neurons [2].
The current NeuroArch database also includes two different models of the retina, de-
veloped by two research groups, and a model of the lamina neuropil of the Drosophila.
Additionally, a model of the early olfactory system, including the antenna and antennal
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lobe resides in the current NeuroArch.
Neurokernel is an open-source engine implemented in Python for the collaborative
emulation and validation of fruit fly brain models on multiple Graphics Processing Units
(GPUs) [201]. Neurokernel provides a programming model based on the structural organi-
zation of the fly brain that consists of some 50 functional modules called Local Processing
Units (LPUs) and the connectivity patterns that link them. Neurokernel defines applica-
tion programming interfaces for communication between LPUs regardless of their internal
design. Researchers can independently model different regions of the fly brain as LPUs and
easily interconnect these for more complex functional validations.
NeuroNLP provides a modern web-based portal for navigating biological data relating
to fruit fly brain circuits. It is equipped with a user-friendly, graphical interface to aggregate
cell-type, connectome, synaptome and physiology data in the NeuroArch database, with the
ability to simultaneously query against and retrieve information from disparate datasets.
NeuroNLP features a novel natural language interface that constructs complex queries
against the underlying database from plain English instructions such as show GABAergic
neurons that have dendrites in left antennal lobe and axons in both left lateral horn and
right dorsolateral protocerebrum (or simply show GABAergic neurons that have dendrites
in al and axons in both lh and DLP). This provides highly intuitive access to the integrated
fruit fly brain circuit data, without the presumption of knowledge of a query language,
syntax or cumbersome user interfaces. The results of the queries are presented using pow-
erful 3D visualization and can be shared using a tag or by a demo script for publication
and collaboration. In addition, any neuron in the scene can be explored in greater detail
using the information panel, which provides a one stop access to all data associated with a
particular neuron (see Online Methods).
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NeuroGFX provides an environment to easily explore circuit structure and function
ultimately leading to biological validation. On the whole brain level NeuroGFX lays out the
guidelines for the development of whole brain emulation. On the neuropil level, NeuroGFX
allows users to study the I/O of each LPU. The canonical circuits (circuit motifs) are
also identified on this level and NeuroGFX can be used to study the effect of different
compositions mediated by local neurons.
NeuroGFX features a set of highly intuitive tools for exploring the function of neural
circuit models, which can be accessed through a graphical user interface (GUI), allowing
the user to (i) associate circuit diagrams with biological data, (ii) graphically construct an
in silico experiment and execute manipulated circuits on GPUs, (iii) visualize the execution
results in the context of biological brain structure. These capabilities are supported by a
seamless integration of the NeuroArch database and the Neurokernel engine in the FFBO
architecture. Specifically, NeuroGFX assembles executable circuits of the fruit fly brain
neuropils through composition of queries of the NeuroArch database that hosts executable
models alongside biological data (for an example, see Online Methods). The resulting
circuits are optimized for parallel execution by the Neurokernel Engine on general purpose
Graphics Processing Units (GPGPUs) [201]. NeuroGFX enables the exploration of the
function of the fruit fly brain on 3 levels of abstraction on (i) the whole brain level, (ii) the
neuropil level and (iii) the local circuit level. On all levels, the goal of NeuroGFX is to help
decipher the mechanisms underlying the function of circuits extracted from biological data
through the construction, manipulation and comparison of executable brain circuits.
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6.2.3 Exploring Fruit Fly Brain MAPs with NeuroNLP
Building the Cell Type Map: NeuroNLP enables the study of cell types and the con-
struction of circuits in the cell type map. As an example, with the simple query show Mi1
neuron in the home column in Medulla, the Mi1 neuron that belongs to the home column
in the Janelia Medulla dataset can be visualized (see Fig.6.3.A far left in orange). The ma-
jority of the neuron morphology data do not have assigned cell types, however. NeuronNLP
still allows the user to probe certain neurons known in the literature. For example, if the
innervation pattern of such cells is known, the following queries can be used: show neurons
that connect neuropil A to neuropil B or show neurons that have a dendrite in neuropil A
and an axon in neuropil B. Queries can also be used to filter or modify the current set of
results, for example using keep/remove cholinergic neurons, it is possible to filter neurons
by the expression pattern of their neurotransmitter. Hausen has characterized over 20 types
of Lobula Plate Tangential Cells (LPTCs) in the blowfly [207]. Using NeuroNLP, 8 types
of LPTCs are revealed by a series of queries in NeuroNLP, as shown in Fig.6.3.B. 6 out of
them each corresponds to a blowfly LPTC type, but the innervation pattern of the other
two have not been previously described.
In addition to finding previously known cell types, NeuroNLP supports the search for
new cell types. In Fig.6.3.C, the NeuroNLP query reveals a new type of Lobula Plate
intrinsic (LPi) neurons that innervate layers 1 and 2 of the Lobula Plate. These neurons
are the sister neurons of the LPi neurons that innervate layers 3 and 4 in [208].
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Figure 6.3: Querying from and building a cell-type map in FFBO. FFBO integrates
different fly brain data sources to provide a queryable cell type map. The wealth of neurons
in the database can be used to expand the current known cell-type map. (A) Neurons of
existing cell types can be directly queried by their name, e.g., “Show Mi1 neuron in the
home column”. Exemplary neurons are shown, from left to right, Mi1, Mi4, Mi9, Dm8 and
Dm2 neurons. Inset indicates the approximate location of these neurons in the brain. (B) 8
types of lobula plate tangential cells (LPTCs) revealed by a series of queries in NeuroNLP. 6
of them each has a homology in calliphora, and two of the types have no obvious homology
in previous literature. With queries into their presynaptic and postsynaptic partners, it
is possible to obtain, respectively, tentative circuits that give rise to the function of the
LPTC and subsequent circuit that further process information encoded in the LPTC. H1
with tag “LPTC-H1”, H2 with tag “LPTC-H2”, H3 with tag “LPTC-H3”, H4 with tag
“LPTC-H4”, CH with tag “LPTC-CH”, VS with tag “LPTC-VS”, Unknown type 1 with
tag “LPTC-unknown1”, and Unknown type 2 with tag “LPTC-unknown2”. (C) Queries
in NeuroNLP also reveals a subset of Lobula Plate intrinsic (LPi) neurons in layers 1 and 2
of the Lobulat Plate (see also in NeuroNLP with tag “LPi layer 1 2”). These neurons are
the sister neurons of those LPi neurons that innervates layers 3 and 4. By visual inspection,
the LPi neurons in layers 1 and 2 shown here follows a different tiling pattern than those
in layers 3 and 4.
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6.2.4 Building the Connectome
NeuroNLP can be used to query the connectivity between fly brain neurons. The result-
ing information is critical for constructing and exploring model brain circuits and path-
ways. Brain circuits can be built up in the NeuroNLP workspace, by combining results
from successive queries, for example add GABAergic neurons in EB or add postsynaptic
neurons. Alternatively, individual presynaptic/postsynaptic partners can be added to the
scene through the information panel. The connectivity of the resulting neural circuit can
be exported from the GUI to a CSV file.
In Fig.6.4.A-C, we demonstrate how to build a neural circuit responsible for visual
motion detection. The query about connectivity is highly intuitive. We start from a T4a
neuron (Fig.6.4.A) that is known to be directional selective to front-to-back motion, and
trace back to the neurons that provide direct inputs to it by adding presynaptic neurons
with at least 3 synapses (Fig.6.4.B), and those that provide indirect inputs by adding again
presynaptic neurons with at least 5 synapses from the result of the first query (Fig.6.4.C).
This allows us to easily build a motion pathway and notice that not only columnar neurons
but also a large number of non-columnar ones may play a critical role in motion detection.
In [209], a two-stage visual pathway between the medulla and the bulb (BU, or lateral
triangle) was uncovered. This identifies potential sources of visual input to ring neurons
that link the BU and EB neuropils; the latter is believed to maintain an internal compass
of the fly. Through a series of queries and GUI operations, we construct this pathway as
shown in Fig.6.4.D. By combining connectivity and cell type information, it is possible to
provide more information, such as tentative neurotransmitter type for each of the neurons
involved in the pathway.
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Figure 6.4: Constructing neural pathways based on the connectivity map in NeuroNLP.
(A-C) Querying neurons in the visual motion detection pathway. Starting from a T4a
neuron (A) with tag “ffbo:fig3a v1”, that is known to be directional selective to ON motion
signal, we query a pathway in medulla that provide direct and indirect inputs to this T4a
neuron. (B) Adding presynaptic neuron to this T4a neuron with at least 3 synapses provides
the neurons that directly synapse onto the T4a neuron. (tag: “ffbo:fig3b v1”) (C) Adding
presynaptic neurons to the neurons in (b) with at least 5 synapses expands the set of neurons
that provide indirect inputs to the T4a neuron. Columnar neurons in columns home and
A-F are colored with red, green, yellow, blue, magenta, cyan and brown, respectively. In
addition to the columnar neurons, a large number of non-columnar neurons (white) are
involved in the ON motion pathway. Inset: Top-down view. (tag: “ffbo:fig3c v1”) (D)
Construction of a visual pathway into EB using connectivity map. Neurons from Medulla
directly innervate the lower part of the OPTU and make synaptic contact with the TB
neurons. The TB neurons project to the lateral triangle where ring neurons has dendrites
in. Access in NeuroNLP by the tag “10.1038/nn.4581 v0.”.
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Building the Synaptome: Synapses can be added in NeuroNLP by using the infor-
mation panel. For each pre- and post-synaptic partner, we provide a button to add into or
remove from the workspace the synapses associated with the connection. In Fig.6.5.A, we
show the distribution of synapses from columnar neurons onto T4a neurons. This type of
neurons have recently received major attention since they are the first neuron that exhibit
a direction selective response to visual motion. It is possible to obtain a map of synapse
onto T4a neurons similar to image provided by the data source [180], but with more pow-
erful interactive 3D visualization. We can repeat the construction for other subtypes of T4
neurons (see Fig.6.5.B-D).
In Fig.6.5.E, we show the distribution of synaptic inputs and outputs of an Mi4 neuron
in Medulla strata 2-5. In Fig.6.5.F, the locations of synapse between pairs of R7, R8
and Dm9 neurons in the color vision pathway are visualized. However, to complete the
synaptome information, it is necessary to also include data about neurotransmitter and
receptor types for the current available synapse information. We expect that such data will
be provided in the near future.
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Figure 6.5: Using the synaptome map to probe distribution of synapse. (A-D) Visualizing
synaptic sites of inputs to four subtypes of T4 neuron, each are known to be sensitive to
motion in one of the four cardinal directions. The 3D version can be accessed via tags: The
T4 neurons are shown in transparent cyan. Synaptic sites are indicated by small spheres
of different color. Each color correspond to synaptic input sites from a different cell type,
but can be from multiple of such cells. (green) Mi1, (red) Tm3, (yellow) Mi4, (purple)
Mi9, (cyan) C3, (dark blue) other T4 neurons, (white) presynaptic sites of this T4 neuron.
(E) Distribution of pre- and post-synaptic sites of a Mi4 neuron in Medulla strata M2, M3
and M4. Majority of the inputs (shown in color dots) are located at the lower part of the
dendrite in M2 and M3, while the terminals (white dots) are located at the upper part of
the dendrite in M2. (green) inputs from Mi1, (purple) inputs from L5, (yellow) inputs from
Mi9, (orange) inputs from R8, (blue) inputs from Dm2, (red) inputs from Dm4, (white) all
outputs. (F) Distribution of synapses amongst a Dm9 neuron (blue) and an R7 (yellow) and
an R8 (red) neurons. Sphere shows the location of synapses. (white) Dm9 to R8 synapses.
(green) Dm9 to R7 synapses. (cyan) R7 to Dm9 synapses. (purple) R8 to Dm9 synapses.
(red) R8 to R7 synapses. It can be access in NeuroNLP by the tag “color input medulla”.
Building the Activity Map: In addition to providing a cell type map, a connectivity
map, and the synaptome, NeuroNLP also provides an interface for accessing neurophysiology
data to construct an activity map. Through NeuroNLPs neurophysiology interface, users
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can search for available physiological data for a particular cell type, select datasets of interest
and visualize them immediately in the web browser or download them in Neurodata Without
Borders (NWB) format [210]. To our knowledge, this is the first instance of a completely
searchable open physiology dataset for the fruit fly and we invite the research community
to contribute additional fruit fly physiology data on the FFBO platform.
6.2.5 From Fruit Fly Brain Structure to Function with NeuroGFX
A complete example of how NeuroGFX is used to construct the Central Complex is pre-
sented in Chapter 5 and [190]. On the local circuit level, NeuroGFX supports the ex-
ploration of the function of circuits of manageable size, e.g., a canonical circuit or a basic
building block in an LPU.
The neural circuit configuration, manipulation and composition capabilities in Neu-
roGFX are a significant step towards providing design automation tools for computational
neuroscience. We have already used these tools to develop and demonstrate computa-
tional models for various subregions of the fruit fly brain including retina, lamina, antenna
and antennal lobe. Different implementations of the retina, independently developed [211;
189], can be interfaced with the lamina, validating the composibility of LPU implementa-
tions enabled by the design of the Neurokernel architecture [201].
6.3 Discussion
Recent tools in fly neurogenetics and neurobiology have unveiled a staggering and constantly
increasing amount of structural fruit fly brain data. While lagging behind, and thanks to
increasing massively parallel computing power, computational studies have focussed on the
emulation of the function of brain circuits. The link between the two has been largely
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lacking, however.
The FFBO raises to this challenge by a tight integration of the neurogenetics, anatomy
and physiology data with computational modeling data of the fruit fly brain into a single
database. By endowing the FFBO with a powerful query, circuit execution and visualization
framework, we have taken a key step towards creating a platform for exploring and validating
brain function from structure. Among others, FFBO enables the comparison of different
computational models of the same brain circuit or reused circuit motifs as well as the
comparison between the function of analogous circuits in the adult and larva fly.
FFBO greatly increases the accessibility of fruit fly brain data, and provides tools for
creating structural circuits of interest. It also facilitates disseminating results of complex
queries through the use of tags, uniquely enabling a collaborative exploration and dissem-
ination of neural circuit compositions. Furthermore, FFBO provides neurophysiology data
in public domain, a first step towards building an activity map of the fly brain and for
studying the function of neural circuits and their biological validation. Finally, FFBO en-
ables the study of brain function on multiple levels of abstractions including the circuit and
whole brain level.
To meet the increase of future data [181], the underlying design of the main FFBO com-
ponents is scalable. For example, the NeuroNLP interface and its underlying NeuroArch
database are easily extensible with new data types and can handle large amounts of addi-
tional data. Support for an in silico experimental workbench and for in silico optogenetic
experiments can be added as well.
For neurobiologists and neurogenetists, the tools we created will catalyze the discovery
of fly circuit function by creating a reservoir of neurons and neurons types that can be easily
targeted using genetics. For computational/theoretical neuroscientists, the tools will allow
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them to transcend the physical limitations of biological experiments that generate massive
amounts of data. For computer scientists/engineers new architectures for deep learning net-
works can be explored. Model libraries built by computational/theoretical neuroscientists
and computer science/engineers will, in turn, enable easy to configure computational ex-
periments for neurogeneticists/neurobiologists to test various hypotheses. With these tools,
thereby, the FFBO ecosystem will accelerate the pace of creating computational models
of fly brain circuits, and of uncovering the logic of neuroinformation processing in the fly
brain.
Finally, we note that in order to create accurate large scale models of the brain of
an organism, independent labs must be able to easily share and integrate independently
created computational models. The standardized model of communication among LPUs
makes such an integration under FFBO a reality. Furthermore, by adopting the standards
defined by Neurodata Without Borders (NWB) [210] FFBO enables users to upload data to
NeuroArch in the NWB format. Note that a circuit model format has not yet been adopted
in the literature.
The key features of the FFBO differ in fundamental ways from other platforms such as
the Virtual Fly Brain [183] and the Insect Brain Database (https://insectbraindb.org).
While the Virtual Fly Brain and Insect Brain Database mainly serve confocal imaging
stacks, they do not provide any electrophysiology and imaging data. The point and click
interface they provide limits the comprehensiveness of the queries and the resulting data
to be used in designing and performing new experiments. This is to be contrasted with
the simpler to use and expression rich natural language interface provided by FFBO. More
importantly, both repositories also lack native support for integration of executable circuit
models and, anatomical and physiological data, i.e., these platforms lack tools for bridging
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structural data and functional data.
There are other efforts in the literature that aim at providing data repositories and
software tools for model organisms. Two major efforts stand out: the OpenWorm (http:
//openworm.org) and the Allen Brain Atlas (http://brain-map.org/). The OpenWorm
project is dedicated to creating a virtual C. elegans in computer program with all features
of its behaviors, by crowd-sourcing a community of computational neuroscientists and com-
puter scientists across the world [212]. The Allen Brain Atlas is a repertoire of brain data
with an emphasis on mouse as a model organism. Unlike the OpenWorm project driven by
the open source community, the Allen Brain Atlas is an in-house effort by an industrial-scale
team of researchers from the Allen Institute. It serves different stakeholders with various
data repositories, including the Allen Brain Observatory hosting in-vivo recording, the Cell
Type Database containing a survey of biological features, the Allen Software Development
Kit for data analysis and model simulation, and many other datasets and toolkits [213]. In
alignment with the OpenWorm project and the Allen Brain Atlas, FFBO focuses on model
organism in quest of understanding brain functions.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
In this dissertation, we have developed a systematic framework for building a hierarchy
of mechanistic models to study the fruit fly brain across multiple scales. Particularly, we
construct mechanistic models of the early olfactory system and the central complex, that
both span across the molecule scale and the system scale. Our modeling approach advances
the field of both neuroscience and engineering in threefold: i) models at each scale are all
biologically plausible and capable of emulating the brain function of the corresponding level;
ii) models across all scales form a hierarchy, where models in a lower scale serve as building
blocks of those in the scale above; and, iii) models are readily implementable as computing
units in algorithm and in hardware for solving specific engineering problems.
The early olfactory system model consists of three parts, the antenna, the antennal lobe,
and the KC circuit in the mushroom body, summarized as follows.
The fruit fly OSN model in the antenna demonstrates at the molecule scale the combi-
natorial complexity of the transformation taking place in the antennae. It provides a theo-
retical foundation for understanding the neural code of both odorant identity and odorant
concentration. The output of the model is a concentration-dependent combinatorial code
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that determines the complexity of the input space driving olfactory processing in the anten-
nal lobe. In addition, the model is biologically validated using multiple electrophysiology
recordings.
The in silico antennal lobe encodes the output of the antenna into an concentration-
invariant combinatorial code that represents both the odorant identity as well as the timing
of the presence of the odorant. The concentration-invariant combinatorial code recovers
the affinity vector of an odorant and hence forms a robust representation of the odorant
identity.
The mechanistic model of the Kenyon cell circuitry implements a real-time feedback
normalization circuit converting odorant information into a high-dimensional and sparse
time-dependent hash codes. The resultant real-time hash code represents an odorant in a
way conducive to classifications, and suggests an intrinsic partition of the odorant space for
both mono-molecular odorant and mixtures.
The central complex model incorporates the existing structural data in the literature and
enables construction and testing of novel circuit hypotheses. By reconfiguring the circuit
for the wild-type and the mutant flies, we demonstrate that the model generates distinct
outputs that correspond to healthy and diseased behaviors.
Lastly, we present the Fruit Fly Brain Observatory (FFBO), an open-source platform to
support open, collaborative fruit fly neuroscience research. FFBO integrates anatomical and
physiological data of the fruit fly brain across different organizational scales, and enables
construction, emulation and comparison of mechanistic models for the fruit fly brain.
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7.1 Directions of Future Research
7.1.1 Future Work for the Early Olfactory System
The mechanistic model of the early olfactory system provides a theoretical foundation for
understanding the odorant space as well as the time-dependent internal representation of
odorant utilized by the fruit fly brain. The internal representation, or the KC hash code, is
immediately used by a range of cognitive functions, including associative learning, recogni-
tion, de-mixing, and novelty detection. Our mechanistic model can be readily extended to
include the downstream circuits following KCs.
Developing computational model for a cognitive function requires a mathematical defi-
nition of its input space. Most of the existing theoretical works using fly’s olfactory system
to study memory and learning lacks a formal description of the odorant space and often
uses a small set of artificial odorants (tens of odorants), which is inadequate to reflect the
complexity of the olfactory system (thousands of KCs). Our model addresses the inade-
quacy by providing a rigorous way to characterize the space of odorant, pure and mixture
alike, with the KC codes representing the odorant identity.
7.1.2 Future Work for the Central Complex
The central complex model comprises multiple putative input and output pathways of
interest. We aim to incorporate more detailed connectomic data into the application’s
NeuroArch database; ongoing work by the developers of the FlyCircuit database [7] that
utilizes neuron morphology to infer the number of synapses between neurons will enable
construction of CX models with more accurate connectivity patterns than those currently
inferred from arborization overlap.
The central complex integrates sensory information from both the visual and the olfac-
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tory systems. One future direction is to connect mechanistic models of both the olfactory
system and the central complex proposed in this thesis. Such an integrated model will open
up research in studying brain functions for processing multiple sensory cues.
7.1.3 Future Work for FFBO
Figure 7.1: Comparison between the system architecture of FFBO and FlyBrainLab.
FFBO has become a key resource for exploring the function of neural circuits from
structured data. The availability and easy of use of these capabilities have raised a number
of important new questions regarding the functional map of fruit fly brain circuits. First,
with the natural language processing interface of NeuroNLP we demonstrated the visual
display of known neural pathways. Can FFBO support the exploration of novel pathways
between an arbitrary pair of neuropils, say the optic lobes and the central complex? Second,
can the activity data be displayed in conjunction with a display of the putative neurons
the recordings may be associated with? Third, can FFBO support NeuroCAD utilities (see
Fig.6.1) that enable the design of neural circuits akin to a Computer Aided Design tool for
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silicon circuits? Fourth, the executable circuit of the central complex discussed in Chapter
5 was designed and implemented by hand. An arbitrarily chosen sub-circuit in the same
figure can be executed and functionally evaluated. The execution of an arbitrary brain
circuit is in order. The answer to all these questions is explored with the interactive open
computing platform FlyBrainLab, currently under development (see Fig.7.1).
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